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Evacuation Path Selection for Firefighters Based on
Dynamic Triangular Network Model
Qianyi Zhang

Demin Li

Yajuan An

College of Information Science and
Technology, Donghua University
Shanghai, china

College of Information Science and
Technology, Donghua University
Shanghai, china

College of Information Science and
Technology, Donghua University
Shanghai, china

Abstract— Path selection is one of the critical aspects in
emergency evacuation. In a fire scene, how to choose an optimal
evacuation path for firefighters is a challenging aspect. In this
paper, firstly, a dynamic triangular network model formed by
robots is presented. On the basis of this model, directed graph is
established in order to calculate direct paths. Then multiparameter information fusion which includes smoke density,
temperature and oxygen density is discussed in detail for
environment safety evaluation. Based on the discussions, a new
way has been proposed for optimal path selection, taking into
consideration the safety-factor of the path. The objectives of the
method are to minimize the path lengths, at the same time, to
protect firefighters from the dangerous regions. In the end,
numerical simulation results prove the feasibility and superiority
of this method.
Keywords- Evacuation Path Selection; Information Fusion;
Dynamic Triangular Network Model.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, frequent fire disasters have brought great
casualties and huge property loss. Firefighter becomes a highrisk profession. When firefighters finish the search and rescue
missions, the situation of the fire scene usually gets worse,
meanwhile, the oxygen reserves the firefighters carried may
become exhausted. Therefore the firefighters must evacuate to
safety areas as soon as possible. Due to the complex, variable
and uncertain situation, it is difficult for firefighters to
orientate themselves and find a suitable path to the exit. How
to choose an optimal evacuation path for firefighters is an
important and challenging problem.
There are various researches regarding the problem of path
selection in emergency situations. Marina Yusoff provides a
good review on the mathematical algorithm and model of
evacuation problems [1]. The ant colony optimization
algorithm is applied to find the shortest path for emergence
evacuation [2-4]. Tianyu Wang established a fire evacuation
system and combined it with the Dijkstra Algorithm [5]. A
multi-objective optimization model based genetic algorithm is
adopted to solve the proposed evacuation routing problem [6].
A multi-objective approach is presented to identify evacuation
paths and the location of shelters for urban evacuation
planning [7].
By now, most researches only take the shortest path as the
objective. However, the optimal path does not necessarily

mean the shortest path. It should also take the path safety into
consideration. Ulf Witkowski[8] put forward a dynamic
triangular ad-hoc network formed by multi-robot systems to
provide robust communication links for human and robots in a
fire scene. Base on the dynamic triangular network model,
Demin Li, etc. [9] proposed a method for establishing smoke
density gradient based directed graph and selecting the
shortest directed path for firefighters, but did not take the
multiple parameter information fusion into account.
In this paper, we establish a new source-destination based
directed graph in the dynamic triangular network model.
Besides, Smoke density, temperature and oxygen density are
considered in the information fusion for environment safety
evaluation. Our objective is to minimize the path length,
meanwhile, to make assure the firefighters keep away from the
dangerous regions.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, a dynamic
triangular network model formed by multi-robots is
established in a fire scene. In section III, the sourcedestination directed graph in the dynamic triangular network
model is presented and described in detail. In section IV,
firstly, multiple parameters consisting of temperature, smoke
density and oxygen density are considered in information
fusion process. The results of fusion are used to classify the
environment into three safety levels. Secondly, based on the
discussion all above, a new path selection method with safetyfactor considered is proposed and verified. The last section
makes the conclusion.
II.

DYNAMIC TRIANGULAR NETWORK MODEL

The modern buildings tend to be large-scale and complex at
present. When a fire happens, all communication patterns that
rely on infrastructures might be useless and cannot supply
enough surrounding information for firefighters. Firefighters
usually equip with multiple sensors and could get real-time
information.
However, some regions are too dangerous for human to
approach, the information collection is difficult. Paper [8]
proposes a dynamic triangular method for robots distribution in
a fire scene. All the robots are equipped with sensors to collect
surrounding information and position data. The main purpose
of the method is to deploy robots in a way with the largest
coverage for facilitate communication and environment
exploration.
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Figure.1. Dynamic triangular network model graph [9]

First of all, an ad-hoc network of robots needs to be built
up. Ulf Witkowski provides a dynamic triangular network
schema [8], based on this scheme, Demin Li, etc. proposed the
dynamic triangular network model [9], it is shown in Figure 1.
The Figure 1 shows an environment covered by the ad-hoc
network of robots using dynamic triangular network model.
Robots act as the nodes of the network. Robots are represented
as circles, marked by English letters. The communication links
of the robots are indicated by solid line segments. The thicker
solid lines in the figure represent the obstacles. The dynamic
triangulation method provides positioning of beacons used as
reference points at the vertices of equilateral or nearly
equilateral triangles.
Some robots can be placed as beacons at the important
position such as entrances, doors, corners and so on. Other
robots might be distributed as uniformly as possible in order to
gather reliable information about the environment. The robots
will form a partition of the environment, separating it in
regions, which will represent a triangulation in the absence of
obstacles.
As shown in Figure 1, a fire fighter is going to evacuate to
the exit. There are obstacles in the building, so it is not safe for
him to run directly to the exit. Besides, the smoke and flames
are also great threat to him. Since obstacles are surrounded by
robots, and every robot could get the information of
neighboring environment, it is wise to evacuate along the
connection line between the robots. In this way, firefighters
could avoid obstacles and high-risk region.

III.

ESTABLISHING DIRECTED GRAPH BASED ON
DYNAMIC TRIANGULAR NETWORK MODEL

To make the optimal path selection, firstly, directed graph
in the dynamic triangular network model must be set up, so
that all the feasible direct paths could be found out. The sub
graph Figure 2 of Figure 1 shows 7 nodes in the network
including the exit.
Node Ri is defined as a two dimension coordinate (Xi, Yi).
Xi and Yi are horizontal coordinate and vertical coordinate of
the node, respectively. Suppose Rj is the neighbor node of Ri,
Rs is the source node and Ro is the destination node (exit). We
define that:
(1) If |arctan[(Yj-Yi)/(Xj-Xi)]-arctan[(Yo-Ys)/(Xo-Xs)]|<90°,
we could set the direction from Ri to Rj;
(2) If |arctan[(Yj-Yi)/(Xj-Xi)]-arctan[(Yo-Ys)/(Xo-Xs)]|>90°,
we set the direction from Rj to Ri；
(3) If |arctan[(Yj-Yi)/(Xj-Xi)]-arctan[(Yo-Ys)/(Xo-Xs)]|=90°,
the direction can be set from the further node(the distance
between the node and the exit ) to the nearer node.
In this way we make sure that every movement of the
firefighter is getting closer to the exit. According to the
principle, we establish all the possible paths from node b to
node p. As shown in the figure, Vector Vef is perpendicular to
Vbw, but Re is closer to Rw , so the direction should be set
from Rf to Re.
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Figure 2. Directed graph from node b to w

The directed graph can be converted into a path matrix Cv
. If the directed arc is between the ith vertex and the jth vertex,
the element of the ith row and jth column C (i, j) v is
Eij=exp(dij) (dij is the length of arc between Ri and Rj );
Otherwise it is 0. The path matrix of Fig.2 can be defined as:
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（6,1）=0, we conclude that there is no path from

Rb to Rp taking num=r hops; while if C rV （6,1）>0, there
is at least one path exist between Rb and Rp with num=r hops.
So all the possible paths of Fig.2 can be obtained by the
formula as follows:
6

C V (6,1)   C nV (6,1)  Ebe Eek Ekp  Ebe Eel Elp  Ebf E fl Elp
n 1

 Ebf E fe Eek Ekp  Ebf E fe Eel Elp
(1)
The

value

of

the

first

factor

of

equation(1),

Ebe Eek Ekp  exp(dbe  dek  dkp ) , fully indicates the length
of the path : Rb→Re→Rk→Rp.
So the smallest factor of the formula corresponds to the
shortest path. However, the optimal path does not mean the
shortest path. It should also take the safety of the path into
consideration.
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IV.

THE OPTIMAL EVACUATION PATH SELECTION

In fire scenes, there are many factors that may threaten the
safety of firefighters, such as high temperature, smoke,
poisonous gas and so on. Therefore, environmental situation
around the selected path is essential.
Firstly, in section 3, we proposed a method to establish
source-destination based directed graph, so that all feasible
paths can be found out; Secondly, information fusion is used
to evaluate the safety of nodes in each path, the nodes safety
level reflects surrounding environment situation; Finally,
safety-factor considered optimal path selection method is
presented.
A. Evaluation of the environment safety based on D-S
evidence theory
The environment situation of the fire scene is a complex
situation with the characteristics of dynamic, nonlinear and
uncontrolled. At the same time, due to the inaccuracy of
sensor and environmental noise, the information gathered by
single sensor may be not reliable and complete. So the multisensor information fusion is very necessary, which is used to
increase the data using rate and to advance the information
reliability and error tolerance.
Currently, there are several methods of multi-sensor
information fusion, such as Bayesian test, Kalman filter,
expert system, neural networks, fuzzy sets, D-S evidence
theory and so on.
However, there are many shortages which are difficult to
overcome in the process of fusion by these methods, the large
amount of data calculation limits the application of Bayesian
test and Kalman filter, the shortcoming of fuzzy sets is being
more sensitive to the object of noise in the fusion process.
Compared to this algorithm, D-S evidence theory [10-14] is
better than the traditional methods to grasp the unknown and
uncertainty of the problems, meanwhile, it does not require the
priori probability, resulting in having been widely used in
multi-sensor information fusion.
There are many factors that may threaten the safety of
firefighters in fire scenes; we choose three most representative
parameters to evaluate the environment situation: smoke
density, temperature and oxygen density. According to the
results of the fusion, environment safety levels are divided into
three levels (I, II, III), representing safe, and medium, risky
respectively.
The table 1 below shows the each probability of
environment situation, it obtained by the expert system [11].
TABLE.I. EACH PROBABILITY OF ENVIRONMENT SITUATION [11]

Parameter

Temperature

Range

Safe

Medium

Risky

(I)

(II)

(III)

>=800

0.2

0.1

0.7

200<T<800

0.3

0.4

0.3

<=200

0.7

0.1

0.2

Smoke
Density

Oxygen
Density

>=1000

0.2

0.1

0.7

600<S<1000

0.3

0.3

0.4

<=600

0.7

0.1

0.2

<=14%

0.2

0.1

0.7

14%<O2<21%

0.3

0.4

0.3

>=21%

0.7

0.1

0.2

If the information sensor gathered at the certain time is:
T=400°c, S=1200ppm, O2=10%, Mi means different kinds of
sensors, M(i) means different levels of environment situation.
The probability distribution is as follow:
TABLE.II. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION AT A CERTAIN TIME

Probability

M(I)

M(II)

M(III)

M1

0.3

0.4

0.3

M2

0.2

0.1

0.7

M3

0.2

0.1

0.7

We obtain the results of information fusion with the

algorithm of D-S evidence theory. H (1)  M (1)  M (2) ,

H (2)  M (1)  M (2)  M (3) . Papers [13-14] provide a
detailed definition and fusion steps of D-S evidence theory.
Learning from that, we can obtain the fusion results shown in
table III.
TABLE.III. RESULTS OF INFORMATION FUSION

Probability

M(I)

M(II)

M(III)

H1

0.2564

0.0256

0.718

M3

0.2

0.1

0.7

H2

0.0662

0.0009

0.9329

According to all the tables above, the probabilities of level
I,
II,
III
are
0.0662 、 0.0009 、 0.9329,
max{M(I),M(II),M(III)} is M （ III ） , obviously, the
surrounding situation of the path is very dangerous, it warns
the firefighters to avoid the high-risk node in the evacuation
process. We can obtain environment safety level of each node
by information fusion in order to provide for optimal path
selection.
B. Safety-factor considered optimal path selection
Based on the results in section A, environment safety level
of each node can be classified into a certain safety level
through information fusion.
We assume that green, yellow and red circles represent
safe, medium and risky nodes respectively. The directed graph
with safety-factor weight is shown in Figure 3 as follows.
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shown in table IV. Each path length we assumed and the
comparison are listed in Table V.
Source
Node
b

TABLE.IV. SAFETY LEVEL OF EACH NODE

Node

Safety Level

αi

Ⅲ

b

Ⅲ

3a

Ⅱ

e

Ⅱ

2a

f

Ⅲ

3a

k

Ⅱ

2a

l

Ⅰ

a

p

Ⅰ

a

f
e

Ⅰ

l
k

p
TABLE.V. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN NODES
Figure 3. Directed graph with safety-factor weight

The node Ri can be set as a three dimension coordinate
(Xi, Yi, αi). αi represents the safety level of the node obtained
by information fusion above. αi adjusts the distance between
nodes according to the safety level of the destination node.
The coefficient αi is larger when the safety level of destination
node is higher. The value of αi is assigned as a, 2a, 3a for
levelⅠ(safe), II (medium) and III (risky) respectively. So we
define:
Dij =αi *dij
Eij=exp(Dij), written as Eij i
The path matrix evolves as follows:

 0
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According to formula (1), we can deduce that the safetyfactor path collections are as follows:
6

C V (6,1)   C nV (6,1)  Ee be E k ek E
n 1

E

f

e

p

f
e l  p
l  p
kp  E be E el E lp  E bf E fl E lp

k

p

f

bf E fe E ek E kp  E bf E

e

l

p

Arc

Length/m

Adjust Arc

length/m

dbe

5

Dbe=αe dbe

2a*5

dbf

5

Dbf =αf dbf

3a*5

dek

4

Dek=αk dek

2a*4

del

8

Del=αl del

a*8

dfe

7

Dfe=αe dfe

2a*7

dfl

5

Dfl =αl dfl

a*5

dkp

8

Dkp=αp dkp

a*8

dlp

5

Dlp=αp dlp

a*5

From Table V, we can learn that the distance between
nodes have changed after adjustment. The lengths of all
feasible paths can be obtained by adding distances between
nodes. The results are shown in Table VI as follows:
TABLE.VI. THE COMPARISON OF PATH LENGTHS BEFORE AND AFTER
ADJUSTMENT

Path

Before
Adjust/m

After adjust/m

b→e→k→p

17

26a

b→e→l→p

18

23a

b→f→l→p

15

25a

b→f→e→k→p

24

45a

b→f→e→l→p

25

42a

fe E el E lp

C. Numerical simulation
In order to verify the method presented above, we define
the parameter of Figure 3 in Table IV & Table V. The safety
level of each node have obtained by information fusion has

According to Table VI, without safety consideration, the
shortest path is b →f→l→p, considering safety factor, the
shortest path changes to b→e→l→p. Noted that f is a high risk
node, it is reasonable to avoid it. Therefore the Safety-factor
considered optimal path selection method is superior to the old
one.
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V.

[3]

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a method of optimal evacuation path
selection for firefighters based on the dynamic triangular
network model. The network consists of robots who can work
in unknown environment where information gather is difficult.
Robots in the network are equipped with sensors to provide
real-time information for firefighters. In order to find out all
the feasible direct paths, we set up the directed graph by
calculating the included angle between the vector of sourcedestination and the vector of two random nodes. In this way
we make sure every movement is closer to the exit. For the
multi-parameter information fusion, D-S evidence theory is
applied to make accurate estimation of the environment,
avoiding the misjudgment of single sensor. The objectives of
the method are to minimize the path length for shortening
evacuation time, meanwhile, to keep the firefighters from the
dangerous regions.
In this paper, we assumed that there is only one exit in the
dynamic triangular network model. Evacuation problem of
multi-exit should also be explored. Besides, the positions of
robots who gather information in the model are fixed.
Actually, the robots may move with the firefighters in order to
provide real-time information. A new model and an improved
algorithm for evacuation path selection will be the future
research directions of the authors.
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Abstract— This paper aims to study actual behaviors of Thai
children and early adolescents with different levels of game
addiction while playing online games from an angle of the
interaction between a user and computer. Real-time interactionbased behavior data from a program agent installed in personal
computers in 20 sample houses were screened along with consent
given by children and their parents. Collection of data about
game-playing periods, frequency, game-playing times, text-based
chatting, mouse click and keyboard typing during the game was
carried out over two months and four case study in-depth
interviews for addicted players and their parents. The results
revealed a novel method to classify online game addiction level of
children and early adolescents by mouse click and keyboard
typing data and also found relationship between the playing data
recorded and game addiction risk conditions and risk behaviors
as explained in the article.
Keywords- online game addiction; classification; intelligent agent;
real time.

I.

INTRODUCTION

From the previous research about online game addiction,
we found that most researches relating to behaviors and the
factors or mechanisms behind game addiction commonly used
self-report methodology [1]. But Achab et al.[2] argued that
this method may not provide realistic results because
respondents may give inaccurate answers to protect
themselves. So some researchers attempted to introduce
technology as a tool to provide explanatory information during
the game such as the measurement of electrodermal activity
(EDA) and heart rate (HR) in order to describe the player’s
experience, cognition and emotions [3, 4], or the real-time
emotion diagnosis system which monitor the facial or vocal
expressions occurring while playing the game [5].
These are all studies of physically effects on the body
when users are playing an online game taking into account
mental or psychological conditions. At the same time, Caplan
et al.[6] proposed a method which collects and analyzes the

data from actual playing periods while playing an online game
via the server of the game provider to analyze the relationship
between time and problematic Internet use (PIU). In fact, the
players interact with their computers not only during the
playing period but also with the character controller via basic
devices such as the mouse or keyboard as well as playing
some online games with an opportunity for conversation via
chat room. In previous researches, a relationship was also
found between game chat and externalizing aggressive
behavior and game addiction [7, 8].
Therefore, this research intends to study actual behavior
from various interactions between player and computer in the
period, time spent, frequency, chat via the keyboard including
the amount of mouse clicking and keyboard typing. By
comparing children and youths in Thailand with different
levels of addiction – Addicted level, High engagement level
and Normal level – for defining the behavior patterns which
can be used for data evaluation and also to predict and further
protect them from game addiction in Thailand.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A computer program constructed for collecting data of
online game-playing behavior was designed and developed in
order to store data consisting of the name of the game, the
playing period, frequency, playing time, quantity of mouse
click and keyboard typing and also behaviors occurring during
play the game such as using harsh or unsuitable words while
chatting [9]. Our limitation is that this computer must be
regularly used by only one agent; it collected the data of online
game-playing behavior based on real-time interaction-based
behavior (RTIB) and monitored and recorded the behaviors
assigned throughout the period the computer was used,
counting units for recording the data as milliseconds, and daily
sending all data automatically to the server via the Internet
from May - July 2011 as system design shown in Figure 1.
The playing period, frequency, and playing time were
analyzed the differentiation values of each addiction level by
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ANOVA and quantity of mouse click and keyboard typing in
four game type based on playing characteristics; long term
game, casual game, real time game, and turn base game
[10].Those data were constructed the user model using
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA)[11]
by features shown in Table 1.Then using 10-fold cross
validation method by Decision Tree (DT) and
Backpropagation Neural Networks (BNN). For more details,
the semi-structure in-depth interviews were conducted with all
parents of addicted players.
VB6: API Function

A total of 31 children passed the screen test and consented
to be the sample for the collection of data about online gameplaying behavior. After eliminating the player data recorded
for less than seven days and the recorded data of more than
one player using the same computer, the remaining data were
from 20 players classified according to risk level of online
game addiction, gender and age, as shown in Table 2.
TABLE II.

Data Collection

Time
Classification

Start
State

Department of Mental Health, Ministry of Public Health,
Thailand, along with the equipment quality test having a
Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.804.

Result

Game
Log Data

Addicted

Quantity by
Addiction Level
Normal Level
High engagement Level
Addicted Level

Mouse

Server
Keyboard

Normal

User

Figure 1. The system design.
TABLE I.

FEATURES LIST

Features
1)

Weekday or holiday.

2)

Game playing duration per day. (minutes)

3)

Duration of mouse click in game per day. (minutes)

4)

Duration of keyboard pressing in game per day. (minutes)

5)

Total number of mouse click and keyboard pressing in game playing per day.

6)

Total number of mouse click in game playing per day.

7)

Total number of keyboard pressing in game playing per day.

8)

Total number of switching between mouse and keyboard use.

Gender
Boy
Girl
10
6
3
1
19
1

12
2
2
0
4
20

Age
13
4
3
2
9

14
4
1
2
7

B. Game playing period and frequency
Table 3 indicates that the average values of the playing
periods of all players were: 60.00 minutes (SD = 16.71
minutes) for the maximum value of time spent per period is
the Addicted level player, 53.50 minutes (SD = 17. minutes)
for the Normal level player and 47.33 minutes (SD = 11.48
minutes) for the player at High engagement level.
The research defined a weekday as studying day and a
holiday as a day off with no studying even in the middle of the
week. We checked the parents and each player for the real
value. The average value of all level players on holiday was
higher than on a weekday.

9)

Maximum number of mouse click before switching to keyboard using in game
playing per day.
10) Maximum number of keyboard using before switching to mouse click in game
playing per day.
11) Average time of mouse click and keyboard pressing in game playing per
minute.
12) Average number of mouse click in game playing per minute.
13) Average number of keyboard using in game playing per minute.
14) Three computer game addition level; Normal, High engagement, and Addiction

III.

Total

High Engagement

DE MOGRAPHICS

RESULTS

A. Subjects
By screening and randomizing the sample of children and
early adolescents (12- to 14-year-olds) from Thailand who
play online games.
All sample stay in Bangkok and are not part of the
treatment program for game addiction symptoms and
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). We screen
the sample by Game Addiction Screening Test (GAST)[12] of
the Center of Game Addiction Prevention at the Institute of
Child and Adolescent Ratchanakharin Mental Health,

The results were as follows: the maximum average value
on a weekday was from the Addicted level player at 136.75
minutes (SD = 56.52 minutes); from the Normal level player at
87.90 minutes (SD = 25.66 minutes); and from the High
engagement level player at 85.00 minutes (SD = 35.52
minutes).
For the average value on the holiday, we found that the
maximum value was from the High engagement level player at
189.33 minutes (SD = 65.16 minutes); from the Normal level
player, it was 181.40 minutes (SD = 59.69 minutes); and from
the Addicted level, it was 155.25 minutes (SD = 53.80
minutes).
Furthermore, the maximum value of game playing per day
was on the Addicted level at 132.75 minutes (SD = 31.60
minutes); the High engagement level was 126.66 minutes (SD
= 38.68 minutes); and the Normal level was 126.30 minutes
(SD = 38.11 minutes).
The average value of playing per week of the High
engagement level was the highest value at 601.00 minutes (SD
= 270.84 minutes); the Normal level at 576.30 minutes (SD =
280.31 minutes) and Addicted level at 572.75 hr. (SD =
252.70 minutes).
The average value of game-playing frequency per day of
three addiction level players were quite similar at three times
per day as shown in Table 3 too.
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TABLE III.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTIC VALUE

N
Time
spent per
period

Time
spent on
weekday

Time
spent on
holiday

Time
spent per
day

Time
spent per
week

Playing
frequency
per day

Mean

frequency per day (F=0.165, p=0.85) of each addiction level
have no significantly different.

Std. Deviation

Normal Level

10

53.5000

17.36695

High Engagement Level

6

47.3333

11.48332

Addicted Level

4

60.0000

16.71327

Total

20

52.9500

15.56472

Normal Level

10

87.9000

25.66645

High Engagement Level

6

85.0000

35.51901

Addicted Level

4

136.7500

56.52359

Total

20

96.8000

39.62535

Normal Level

10

181.4000

59.69403

High Engagement Level

6

189.3333

65.16032

Addicted Level

4

155.2500

53.80443

Total

20

178.5500

58.46049

Normal Level

10

126.3000

38.11693

High Engagement Level

6

126.6667

38.68161

Addicted Level

4

132.7500

31.60564

Total

20

127.7000

35.30484

Normal Level

10

576.3000

280.30898

High Engagement Level

6

601.0000

270.84608

Addicted Level

4

572.7500

252.70718

Total

20

583.0000

258.36958

Normal Level

10

2.6590

.97001

High Engagement Level

6

2.8550

1.11783

Addicted Level

4

2.4650

1.22449

Total

20

2.6790

1.01533

C. Game playing time
We divided the time in a day into eight periods, with a
period of new morning (0.01-6.00a.m.), before entering a
study period (6.01-8.00a.m.), morning study period (8.0111.00a.m.) lunch period (11.01a.m.-1.00p.m.), afternoon study
period (1.013.30p.m.), after-study period (3.31-6.00p.m.),
before-sleeping period (6.01-8.00p.m.) and resting period
(8.01-12.00p.m.).
Table 5 shows that most players of all levels have similar
behavior patterns for game playing, i.e. on a weekday they
play after coming back from school until going to bed, except
for some players who play until the following day, i.e.
Normal-02 and Addict-02. Some players wake up early in the
morning to play before going to school, such as Normal-04,
Normal-08, High engagement-01 and High engagement-06.
During online computer game playing in a holiday period
shown in Table 6, it is found that there is a distribution of
game playing across all periods of the day. Also, it is noticed
that there are some players who play until the following
morning, especially in a holiday period, i.e. Normal-03,
Normal-04 and High engagement-02, while Addict-02 is
found playing until the following morning both on a weekday
and during a holiday. From these results, it is not possible to
conclude that the online computer game-playing times of day
of players in each level are different.
TABLE V.

TABLE IV.

Sum of
Squares
Time
spent per
period
Time
spent on
weekday
Time
spent on
holiday
Time
spent per
day
Time
spent per
week
Playing
frequency
per day

df

Mean
Square

Between Groups

391.117

2

195.558

Within Groups

4211.833

17

247.755

Total

4602.950

19

Between Groups

8011.550

2

4005.775

Within Groups

21821.650

17

1283.626

Total

29833.200

19

Between Groups

2950.467

2

1475.233

Within Groups

61984.483

17

3646.146

Total

64934.950

19

Between Groups

128.017

2

64.008

Within Groups

23554.183

17

1385.540

Total

23682.200

19

Between Groups

2813.150

2

1406.575

Within Groups

1265528.850

17

74442.874

Total

1268342.000

19

.373

2

.187

Within Groups

19.214

17

1.130

Total

19.587

19

Between Groups

PERCENTAGE OF PLAYING FREQUENCY IN EACH PERIOD ON
WEEKDAY OF ALL SUBJECTS DIVIDED ACCORDING TO ADDICTION LEVEL

ONE-WAY ANOVA TESTING

Playing frequency in period of Weekday (%)
F

Sig.

.789

3.121

.405

.046

.019

.165

Player ID

.470

.070

.674

.955

.981

.849

Table 4 shown that time spent per period (F=0.789,
p=0.47), time spent on weekday (F=3.121, p=0.70), time spent
on holiday (F=0.450, p=0.67), time spent per day (0.46,
p=0.95), time spent per week (F=0.019, p=0.981), and playing

0.01-

6.01-

8.0111.01
1.01 3.316.0111.00a.m. a.m.- 3.30 p.m.
8.00p.m.
6.00 a.m. 8.00 a.m.
6.00 p.m.
1.00
p.m.

8.0112.00
p.m.

(%)

100.00

Normal-01

-

-

-

-

-

100.00

-

Normal-02

1.37

-

-

-

2.74

8.22

21.92

65.75 100.00

Normal-03

-

-

-

-

14.28

4.76

14.28

66.68 100.00

Normal-04

-

2.80

-

-

-

-

31.78

65.42 100.00

Normal-05

-

-

-

-

-

-

30.77

69.23 100.00

Normal-06

-

-

-

-

2.13

48.94

38.30

10.64 100.00

Normal-07

-

-

-

-

-

8.00

44.00

48.00 100.00

Normal-08

-

7.32

-

-

-

29.27

41.46

21.95 100.00

Normal-09

-

-

-

-

-

5.17

37.93

56.90 100.00

Normal-10

-

-

-

-

-

19.23

38.46

42.30 100.00

HE-01

-

5.89

-

-

-

14.70

35.29

44.12 100.00

HE-02

-

-

-

-

-

3.63

52.73

43.64 100.00

HE-03

-

-

-

-

-

24.81

33.08

42.11 100.00

HE-04

-

-

18.18

-

-

-

63.64

18.18 100.00

HE-05

-

-

-

-

7.41

7.41

37.03

48.15 100.00

HE-06

-

3.84

-

-

9.61

27.88

49.04

9.61 100.00

Addicted-01

-

-

-

-

-

30.51

49.15

20.34 100.00

-

-

-

-

16.67

-

50.00 100.00

Addicted-02 33.33

-

Total
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Addicted-03
Addicted-04

-

-

-

-

33.33
-

33.33
-

25.00

8.34 100.00

45.45

54.55 100.00

conclude that there is any difference between types of
conversation during the online computer game playing of
players in all three levels.

Note: HE denotes High engagement Level

TABLE VII.
TABLE VI.
PERCENTAGE OF PLAYING FREQUENCY IN EACH PERIOD ON
HOLIDAY OF ALL SUBJECTS DIVIDED ACCORDING TO ADDICTION LEVEL

Player ID

Playing frequency in period of Holiday (%)
Player ID

0.01-

6.01-

8.0111.01
11.00a.m a.m.6.00 a.m. 8.00 a.m.
.
1.00
p.m.

1.01 3.30 p.m.

3.31-

6.018.00p.m.

8.0112.00
p.m.

-

6.00 p.m.

CONVERSATIONS DURING ONLINE COMPUTER GAME PLAYING
OF ALL SUBJECTS DIVIDED ACCORDING TO ADDICTION LEVEL.

Total
(%)

100.00

Normal-01

-

-

-

66.67

11.11

22.22

-

Normal-02

-

3.53

18.82

20.00

14.12

4.71

-

38.82 100.00

Normal-03

8.89

3.33

3.33

3.33

22.22

10.00

6.67

42.22 100.00

Normal-04

2.05

0.51

11.28

13.33

10.26

19.49

23.08

20.00 100.00

Normal-05

-

-

25.00

20.00

10.00

10.00

15.00

20.00 100.00

Normal-06

-

-

12.20

17.07

26.83

4.88

36.59

2.44 100.00

Normal-07

-

11.43

31.43

17.14

17.14

8.57

2.86

11.43 100.00

Normal-08

-

11.11

25.93

14.81

18.52

11.11

14.81

3.71 100.00

Normal-09

-

2.35

2.35

7.06

30.59

10.59

17.65

29.41 100.00

Normal-10

-

-

33.33

4.17

-

16.67

20.83

25.00 100.00

HE-01

-

-

11.11

37.04

22.22

3.70

14.82

11.11 100.00

HE-02

1.19

9.53

29.76

16.67

13.10

10.71

7.14

11.90 100.00

HE-03

-

5.19

19.48

10.39

10.39

23.38

11.69

19.48 100.00

HE-04

-

-

21.43

7.14

14.28

42.86

3.57

10.72 100.00

HE-05

-

2.86

4.28

20.00

17.14

31.43

12.86

11.43 100.00

HE-06

-

14.28

38.89

14.28

10.33

4.76

7.94

9.52 100.00

Addicted-01

-

-

11.54

26.92

21.15

13.47

9.62

17.30 100.00

Addicted-02

7.14

14.29

7.14

7.14

7.14

21.43

7.14

28.58 100.00

Addicted-03

-

-

13.33

33.34

20.00

20.00

13.33

Addicted-04

-

3.45

10.34

6.90

17.24

31.03

13.79

-

100.00

17.24 100.00

Note: HE denotes High engagement Level

D. Text-based chat during game playing
Table 7 shows that almost all players have conversations
with other players during online computer game playing
except Normal-06, Normal-07, High engagement-02, High
engagement-04 and High engagement-05. Normal-02,
Normal-04 and Normal-05 have conversations both with
players they already know and with new players in order to
make friends. Most conversations are to do with game matters,
five players at Normal level and two players at both of Highengagement and Addicted level; matters of general life are less
frequently discussed and only Normal-02, Normal-09 and
High engagement-01 have conversations about studying.
Moreover, it is found three players at Normal level and one
player at Addicted level who have rude or violent
conversations, i.e. Normal-04, Normal-05, Normal-11 and
Addict-03. In the case of Normal-04, conversations concerning
pornographic matters have also been found, including requests
for sexual relationships with other players. Normal-05 has
been found challenging other players they did not know before
with severe words. However, from Table 7 we cannot

Normal-01
Normal-02
Normal-03
Normal-04
Normal-05
Normal-06
Normal-07
Normal-08
Normal-09
Normal-10
Total in
Normal Level
HE-01
HE-02
HE-03
HE-04
HE-05
HE-06
Total in High
engagement
Level
Addicted-01
Addicted-02
Addicted-03
Addicted-04
Total in
Addicted
Level

Conversation with
Contents of conversation
Found rude
Already
New General Studying
Game
or violent
know players players
life
matters matters
conversations
matters

























6
5
4
2
5
3



3

0



2


-


1



2


1

1



2

0

0



2


1

Note: HE denotes High engagement Level

E. Mouse click and keyboard typing
The agent can be classifying each addiction level players
by the data of mouse click and keyboard typing in any game
type. Table 8 shown the validation and indicates that a result
from DT is higher percentage of classification’s accuracy than
BNN in case of casual game at 92.63. While the results from
BNN are higher than DT in case of turn base game, real time
game, and long term game at 97.73, 90.00, and 97.75
respectively.
TABLE VIII. THE PERCENTAGE OF ACCURACY COMPARISON BY BNN AND
DT FOR EACH GAME TYPE IN ANY ADDICTED LEVEL
Type of game

Percentage of
classification’s accuracy

Percentage of
classification’s error

BNN

DT

BNN

DT

Casual game

91.35

92.63

8.65

7.37

Turn base game

97.73

90.91

2.27

9.09

Real time game

90.00

87.50

10.00

12.50

Long term game

97.75

88.76

2.25

11.24

F. In-depth Interview with Parents, Self-Report and RTIB of
Addicted Players
Addicted-01: The parents provided information that
Addicted-01 uses a computer to play online computer games
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in a private room and they can hear the noise of the games
being played all the time. They felt that the child talks or takes
part in events with the family less often, although they cannot
monitor the other risk behaviors because they did not have
enough time to observe the behavior of the child. Table 9
shows the comparison between the risk behavior and its
impact according of the Self-Report and the RTIB recorded.
TABLE IX.

COMPARISON BETWEEN SELF-REPORT AND RITB OF
ADDICTED-01

Self-Report

RTIB

- Usually play the game without
caring for others as forget homework,
rest, or eating, etc.
-Often play the game for more than
the intended time (two hours per day).

- The data showed that playing during
dinner without resting occurred in 50% of
total behavior recorded.
-The data showed that playing more than
two hours per day occurred in 95% of total
behavior recorded.
-There was school absence, because The data showed that continuous playing
of playing the game until late, and
in the evening until 10.00 pm occurred in
cannot wake up.
30% of total behavior recorded.

Addicted-02: The parents have an agreement with the child
about restricting the playing time for online computer games
to less than two hours per day. But the child usually plays for
longer than the agreement time. The parents usually warn the
child to stop playing every day. However, the Addicted-02
accepts the request without any resistance. Regarding the
observation by parents, the child often talks with friends about
the game, but there were no negative effects or other negative
behaviors. The comparison between the behavior which the
parents observed, the Self-Report, and the RTIB of Addicted02 is shown in Table 10.
TABLE X.

TABLE XI.

Self-Report

- The children always
- Often play the game
play the game more
over the intended time.
than the promised time.
- Felt that the
relationship with others
family members is
worse.

RTIB
- The data showed that playing
more than two hours per day
occurred in 67% of total
behavior recorded.
- The data showed that using
almost all free time to play the
game occurred in 100% of the
total behavior recorded.

Addicted-03: The parents provided the information that
previously Addicted-03 played for up to 3–4 hours per day,
and there were side effects on many functions as a result. After
that, the parents closely controlled playing by setting an
agreement with Addicted-03 to play computer games online
for no more than 1 hour 30 minutes a day on weekdays and not
over 2 hours per day in the holidays. But this was not as
successful as it should have been, and some the risk behaviors
were still found. Some behaviors that are recorded by the
RTIB but which do not appear from the In-depth Interview or
Self-Report are shown in Table 11.
Addicted-04: The parents set the playing period at not
more than 1 hour 30 minutes a day, but Addicted-04 often
could not follow this and greatly lost interest in the other
activities. The parents have tried to provide other activities
after school in both the weekday and holiday, so the playing
time could be decreased. However, after the other activities

COMPARISON BETWEEN IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW FROM PARENT
AND SELF-REPORT AND RITB OF ADDICTED-03

In-depth Interview

Self-Report

RTIB

- The child always plays
the game more than the
promised time.

- Often play the game - The data showed that playing
more than the
more than the promised time on
intended time.
weekdays and in holidays
occurred in 67% and 17% of
total behavior recorded.
- Found the children play - Use almost all free - The data showed that using
the game almost all the
time to play the game. free time to play the game
time.
occurred in 100% of total
behavior recorded.
- Usually play the game - Less responsibility.
without care for others as
forget school assignment,
and housework.
- The data showed that rude
word chatting occurred in 50%
of total behavior recorded.

TABLE XII.

COMPARISON BETWEEN IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW FROM PARENT
AND SELF-REPORT AND RITB OF ADDICTED-04

In-depth Interview
- The child sometimes
plays the game more than
the promised time.
- The child uses the
remaining free time from
other activities to play
online games, and cannot
stop playing the game.

COMPARISON BETWEEN IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW WITH PARENT
AND SELF-REPORT AND RITB OF ADDICTED-02

In-depth Interview

-

were completed, the child spent the remaining time playing the
game again (see Table 12).

Self-Report

RTIB

- Often plays the - The data showed that playing
game more than the more than 1hour 30 minutes per
intended time.
day occurred in 58% of total
behavior recorded.
- Use almost all
- The data showed that using free
free time to play
time to play the game occurred in
the game.
100% of total behavior recorded.

IV.

DISCUSSION

The study of the game-playing period found three
discrepancies with previous researches: 1) The average gameplaying per periods and per week from the sample of the
Addicted level were less than the results from the self-report
method [13-15]; 2) The average game-playing period per week
of the Addicted level player was not higher than the High
engagement level player as found in some research [16-18]; 3)
The average value on holiday of the Addicted level was not
more than on a weekday as Kim et al.[19] have stated.
Besides, when interviewing the parents of the sample
group, it showed that some of the sample, especially Addict-04
and 05, even had a high value of playing behavior on holiday.
But agreement between the children and the parents, as well as
interest in other activities, may cause a decrease in the playing
period on holiday [20], and the playing period per day and
week to be lower than ever.
Moreover, the interview with the parents of the sample
with the playing period average of higher than 10 hours per
week indicated that these players were affected by the various
dimensions of online game playing, while Normal-05, 08 and
10 and Addicted-01 had less interest in other activities.
Normal-08, Normal-10, High engagement-06 and Addicted-01
spent most of their free time with the game when the
relationships between Normal-08, High engagement-03 and
High engagement-06 and their families were worse and
everybody lost their temper when the parents stopped their
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games. However, the playing period data were unable to
indicate the online game addicted condition in the children and
adolescents [19], and we should consider this together with the
negative consequences that occurred [21, 22].
While the above results included the positive relationship
between the playing period and game addiction from the
previous research [16, 23, 24], it could be said that the playing
period average of higher than 10 hours per week could be an
indicator for the risk of game addiction, especially in Thailand.
Furthermore, the next topic is about the frequency and
time. We found that the sample played the online game on a
weekday from after school (about 3.30p.m.) onwards and had
a high value between 8.00 and 12.00p.m., which is different
from the results of Thamawipat and Sawakejun [25], who
found that the children from the south of Thailand commonly
played the game between 4.00 and 8.00p.m. This may be
caused by the difference in lifestyles between the people in
Bangkok and those in the provinces.
In the case of continuous playing through the next day and
playing in the morning before class, after the self-report was
checked by GAST, and an additional interview with the
parents was conducted, and it was found that Normal-02,
Normal-03 and Normal-04 were unable to control the playing
period and continued playing as they forgot the time. This was
similar to High engagement-02 and Addict-02 who always
forgot the time and was unable to stop playing when required.
Furthermore, Normal-08, High engagement-01 and High
engagement-06 were found to play every time except the class
that conform to the self-evaluation of always spending their
free time on playing the game. Both of the playing tendencies
to forget the time and be unable to stop playing when they
wanted were indicators of the loss of control that was related
with the online game addiction [26-28], including playing
from 10.00 to 12.00 p.m. This most affected vulnerable
children and adolescents [29], so it can be said that the period
of game playing may reflect the risk behavior and lead to loss
of control and vulnerability.
The next point is the conversation during the game. The
parents of players Normal-04, Normal-05, Normal-10 and
Addicted-03 who saw the conversation with harsh or
unsuitable words were interviewed and we found that Normal04, Normal-05, Normal-10 and Addicted-03 were easily
irritated and felt annoyed. Sometimes they expressed
aggressive words or behavior after playing the online game,
but Normal-05 did not show such behavior in real life. Chat
during the game was a factor which increased the desire of the
player to play it [30].
Meanwhile, even though a direct relationship between chat
with aggressive words and the game addicted condition was
not found, a relationship between aggressive behavior and the
online game addicted condition was found [19, 28, 31], so it
could be said that following the behavior of the text-based chat
in the game can reflect the risk behavior that indicates
aggression and relates to the online game addicted condition.
Furthermore, the unsuitable risk behavior can be confirmed by
what is found in the conversation on sex.

Even this had no direct relationship with the game addicted
condition but may affect the lives of children.
The last and very important point is the amount of mouse
click and keyboard typing while playing the online computer
game. It is an only one result in this paper that can classify an
online computer game addiction level of players. Besides, it is
a novel method to classify the game addiction level by
classification technique in machine learning field. Meanwhile,
this method used the real-time interaction-based behavior
collected from the interaction between a user and computer
while playing games. So, it can reduce errors by the over or
underestimate when the children do the addiction screening
test by their subjective thinking. At the same time, it can
reduce errors from inappropriate behavior observation by the
parents that cannot monitor their child all the time. Then, this
new addiction classification method can help the parent to
have more accuracy data and warning them before their child
get into the addiction level.
From the discussion, we can conclude that the
development of an intelligent agent could help parents to be
aware the addiction level of their children by real-time and
more accurate data. The agent can classify not only the
addiction level but also shows the risk behavior of self-control,
the risk of vulnerability and aggression, and other unsuitable
behaviors. Those accuracy real-time data can lead to efficient
protection or cure children and early adolescents form the
online game addiction disaster.
V.

LIMITATIONS

It had 20 subjects for this paper then the case studies by
semi-structure in-depth interviews of addicted players were
conducted for compared with the real-time interaction
behaviors. So it may not be used as a general reference but
only as a case study and a guideline for further research.
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Abstract— In this paper, we consider provenance and temporally
annotated logic rules (pt-logic rules, for short), which are definite
logic programming rules associated with the name of the source
that they originate and the temporal interval during which they
are valid. A collection of pt-logic rules form a provenance and
temporally annotated logic program P, called pt-logic program,
for short. We develop a model theory for P and define its
maximally temporal entailments of the form A:<S, ti>, indicating
that atom A is derived from a set of sources S and holds at a
maximal temporal interval ti, according to S. We define a
consequence operator that derives exactly the maximally
temporal entailments of P for a set of sources. We show that the
complexity of the considered entailment is EXPTIME-complete.

A collection of pt-logic rules form a provenance and
temporally annotated logic program, called pt-logic program,
for short. The models of pt-logic programs P are defined, as
well as, the simple entailments and temporally maximal
entailments of P. We show that P has a minimal model
containing exactly the temporally maximal entailments of P.

Keywords- Annotated logic programming; provenance
temporal information; model theory; consequence operator.

We show that the complexity of simple entailment of a ptatom or temporally maximal entailment of a pt-atom from P is
EXPTIME-complete.

I.

and

INTRODUCTION

Definite logic programming rules traditionally are not
associated with the name of the source (provenance
information) from which they originate and the temporal
interval during which are valid. However, logic programming
rules are usually derived from different sources that interact.
Additionally logic programming rules may not always be
valid, but be valid only for a specific temporal interval.
A temporal interval has the form [t,t’], where t,t’ are time
points and t ≤ t’. In this paper, time points are years. However,
this assumption can be generalized and we may assume any
set of time points that can be mapped one-to-one to the set
natural numbers. We consider definite logic programming
rules associated with a source name and a validity temporal
interval, called provenance and temporally annotated logic
rules, or pt-logic rules for short.
We assume that pt-logic rules are applied similarly to
definite logic programming rules but at each application new
provenance and temporal information is derived for the
derived atom A. In particular, derived atoms (pt-atoms) have
the form A:<S, ti>, where ti is the temporal interval at which A
is valid, as derived from a set of sources S.
Obviously, if A:<S, ti> is true then A:<S’, ti> is true,
where S  S’ and S’ is a subset of a set of considered source
names. Additionally, if A:<S, ti> and A:<S’, ti’> are true,
where temporal intervals ti, ti’ are overlapping or consecutive
then A:<S ∪ S’, ti”> is true, where ti” is the combination of ti
and ti’.

A set of three operators are defined which are applied on
pt-atoms such that the closure of their composition derives the
minimal model of P. We define a query language that consists
of simple and composite queries, querying provenance and
temporal information of derived pt-atoms based on certain
conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we define pt-logic rules, pt-logic programs, pt-atoms, and the
instantiation of a pt-logic program. In Section III, we provide a
model theory for pt-logic programs P and the minimal model
of P is defined.
In Section IV, we define a consequence operator deriving
the minimal model of P. In Section V, a query language for ptlogic programs is defined. Section VI contains related work.
Finally, Section VII contains directions for future work.
II.

PROVENANCE AND TEMPORALLY ANNOTATED LOGIC
PROGRAMS

In this Section, we define provenance and temporally
annotated logic programs P. Additionally, we define the rules
based on which the models of P are defined. We consider a set
of variables Var, all preceded by the question mark symbol
“?”.
Definition 1. A provenance and temporally annotated
logic rule, called pt-logic rule for short, is a definite logic
programming rule r without function symbols, associated with
a source name nam and a temporal interval ti. In particular, it
has the form <nam, ti>: r.
Definition 2. A provenance and temporally annotated logic
program P, called pt-logic program for short, is a set of ptlogic rules.
Example 1. The following is a pt-logic program P.
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<Person, [1990,1994]>: has_job(Mary,Hairdresser).
<Person, [1995,2002]>: has_job(Mary,Secretaty).
<Person, [2006,2009]>: has_job(Mary,Hairdresser).
<Person,[1999,2002]> : extra_vacation(Mary).
<Person, [2001,2003]>: has_job(Peter, Garbage_collector).
<Person, [2005,2008]>: has_job(Peter,Bulider).
<Job, [1980,1992]>: heavy_job(Hairdresser).
<Job, [1980, 2001]>: heavy_job(Garbage_collector).
<Job, [2006, 2012]>: heavy_job(Builder).
<Vacation, [1988,2012]: extra_vacation(?x) ←
has_job(?x,?y), heavy_job(?y).
Predicate has_job indicates the job of a person. Predicate
heavy_job indicates that a job is heavy and unhealthy. Finally,
predicate extra_vacation indicates that a person gets for some
reason extra vacation days.
Convention: In the following by P, we will denote a ptlogic program.
We define NamesP to be the set of source names appearing
in P. Additionally, we define definite(P) to be the definite
logic program derived from P after ignoring the provenance
and temporal annotations of P. Further, we denote by t Pmin the
minimum temporal point appearing in P and by t Pmax the
maximum temporal point appearing in P.
Definition 3. A pt-atom of P is an atom A built using
predicates and constants appearing in definite(P) and
associated with (i) a set of source names that is a subset of
NamesP or a provenance variable S and (ii) a temporal
interval within [t Pmin , t Pmax ] or a temporal variable ti. In
particular, it has the form A: <S, ti>.
Below, we define the set of rules [P], built from ground ptatoms of P, based on which the models of P are defined.
Definition 4. Let r  P be a pt-rule <nam, ti>: A0 ← A1, …,
An. We define [r]P to be the rule B0:<S0, ti0> ← B1:<S1, ti1>,
…, Bn :<Sn, tin>, where (i) B0 is derived from Ai by replacing
all the variables in Ai by constants in definite(P), (ii) Si 
NamesP s.t. S0 is the union of the sets S1, … , Sn and {nam},
and (iii) tii is a temporal interval within [t Pmin , t Pmax ] s.t. i0 is the
intersection of the temporal intervals ti1, … , tin and ti. We
define the instantiation of P, as follows:

[ P]  rP [r ] P
III.

temporal intervals ti, ti’ are neither overlapping nor
consecutive and (ii) if A:<S ,ti>  I then, for all S’ s.t. S  S’
 NamesP, there exists A:<S’, ti’>  I s.t. ti is included in ti’.
Below, we define entailment of a pt-atom for an
interpretation I of P.
Definition 5. Let I be an interpretation of P and let A:<S,
ti> be a ground pt-atom of P. We say that I (simply) entails
A:<S, ti>, denoted by I |= A:<S, ti>, if there exists an A:<S,
ti’>  I s.t. ti is included in ti’.
Additionally, we define an ordering on the interpretations
of P. Let I, I’ be interpretations of P. We say that I ≤ I’ iff for
each A:<S, ti>  I there exists an A:<S, ti’>  I s.t. ti is
included in ti’. It is easy to see that if I ≤ I’ and I‘≤ I then I=
I’.
Below, we define the models if a pt-logic program P,
Definition 6. Let M be an interpretation of P. We say that
M is a model of P if for each r= A0:<S0, ti0> ← A1:<S1, ti1>,
…, An:<Sn, tin>  [P], it holds that: if M |= Ai:<Si, tii>, for all
i=1,...,n, then M |= A0:<S0, ti0>. We denote the set of models
of P by MP.
Let ti = [t,t’] be a temporal interval. We define start(ti)=t
and end(ti)=t’.
Below, we define simple entailment of a ground pt-atom
from a pt-logic program P, as well as maximally temporal
entailment.
Definition 7. We say that P (simply) entails a ground ptatom A:<S, ti>, denoted by P |= A:<S, ti>, iff for each M 
MP, M |= A:<S, ti>. We say that P maximally temporally
entails a ground pt-atom A:<S, ti>, denoted by P |=max A:<S,
ti> iff (i) P |= A:<S, ti>, (ii) there exists M  MP s.t. M does
not entail A:<S, [end(ti)+1, end(ti)+1]>, and (iii) there exists
M  MP s.t. M does not entail A:<S, [start(ti)-1, start(ti)-1]>.
Below, we define the minimal model of a pt-logic program
P w.r.t. ≤..
Definition 8. Let M1,..,Mn be all the models of P, we
define the interpretation Mmin={ A:<S, ti> | there exist A:<S,
tii>  Mi, for all i=1,…,n, and ti is the intersection of ti1,…,
tin}.
Below, we show that Mmin is an interpretation of P.

.

Proposition 1. Mmin is an interpretation of P.

MODEL THEORY OF PT-LOGIC PROGRAMS

In this Section, we present the model theory of pt-logic
programs and entailment of pt-atoms.
First, we present three auxiliary definitions. We say that
two temporal intervals ti and ti’ are overlapping if they have at
least one common time point. We say that two temporal
intervals [t1,t2] and [t3,t4] are consecutive if t3=t2+1. We say
that a temporal interval [t1,t2] is included in a temporal interval
[t3,t4] if t3 ≤ t1 and t2 ≤ t4.
Definition 4. An interpretation I of P is a set of ground
pt-atoms of P s.t. (i) if A:<S, ti>, A:<S, ti’>  I then the

Proof: Obviously, Mmin is a set of pt-atoms of P. Let
M1,..,Mn be all the models of P. If A:<S, ti>  Mmin then there
exists A:<S, tii>  Mi, for all i=1,…,n, and ti is the
intersection of ti1, …, tin. Since M1,..,Mn interpretations of P, it
holds that if A:<S ,ti>  Mmin then, for all S’ s.t. S  S’ 
NamesP, there exists A:<S’, ti’>  Mmin s.t. ti is included in ti’.
Additionally, since M1,..,Mn interpretations of P, there are no
A:<S, ti>, A:<S, ti’>  Mmin s.t. temporal intervals ti, ti’ are
overlapping or consecutive.
Obviously, Mmin ≤ M, for all M  MP.
Below, we show that Mmin is a minimal model of P.
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Proposition 2. Mmin is a minimal model of P.
Proof: Let M1,..,Mk be all the models of P and let r=
A0:<S0, ti0> ← A1:<S1, ti1>, …, An:<Sn, tin>  [P]. Assume that
Mmin |= Ai:<Si, tii>, for all i=1,..n. Then, Mj |= Ai:<Si, tii>, for
all j=1,..,k and i=1,…,n. Thus, Mj |= Ao:<S0, ti0>, for all
j=1,…,k. Therefore, Mmin |= Ao:<S0, ti0>.
In Proposition 3, below, we show that P and Mmin have the
same simple entailments.
Proposition 3. Let A:<S, ti> be a ground pt-atom. It holds
that: P |= A:<S, ti> iff Mmin |= A:<S, ti>.
Proof:
=>) Let P |= A:<S, ti>. Then, for each M  MP, M |=
A:<S, ti>. This means that for each M  MP, there exists
A:<S, ti’>  M s.t. ti is included in ti’. Thus, by the definition
of Mmin, there exists A:<S, ti”>  Mmin s.t. ti is included in ti”.
Thus, Mmin |= A:<S, ti>.
<=) Assume that Mmin |= A:<S, ti>. Then, there exists A:<S,
ti’>  Mmin s.t. ti is included in ti’. Thus, by the definition of
Mmin, for all M  MP, there is A:<S, ti”>  M s.t. ti is included
in ti”. Therefore, P |= A:<S, ti>.

ZP(Q)={ A:<S, ti> | it exists A:<S’, ti>  Q and
S’  S  NamesP}
Before, we define the third operator, we provide a few
definitions. Let Q  QP. We define intervals(Q,S,A)={ti | it
exists A:<S, ti>  Q}. Let TI be a set of temporal intervals.
The maximal subset of TI w.r.t. a temporal interval ti  TI is a
set B that (i) contains ti and (ii) if ti’  B and there exists a ti”
 TI s.t. ti’ and ti” are overlapping or consecutive then ti”  B.
The maximal interval of TI w.r.t. a temporal interval ti  TI,
denoted by max_interval(TI,ti), is the temporal interval [t,t’]
formed by the minimum time point t and maximum time point
t’ appearing in a maximal subset of TI w.r.t. ti.
We are now ready to define the operator RP from the
powerset of QP to the powerset of QP as follows:
RP(Q)={ A:<S, ti> | it exists A:<S, ti’>  Q and ti=
max_interval(intervals(Q,S,A),ti’) }
Finally, we define the consequence operator TP from the
powerset of QP to the powerset of QP as the composition of
WP, ZP, and RP. In particular, TP(Q)= RP(ZP(WP(Q))), for Q 
QP.

In Proposition 4, below, we show that Mmin contains
exactly the maximally temporal entailments of P.

It can be easily seen that the consequence operator TP is
monotonic with respect to ≤. That is, if Q,Q’  QP s.t. Q  Q’
then TP(Q) ≤ TP(Q’). We will show that the closure of operator
TP coincides with Mmin.

Proposition 4. Let A:<S, ti> be a ground pt-atom. It holds
that: P |=max A:<S, ti> iff A:<S, ti>  Mmin.

Proposition 4. Let M be an interpretation of P. It holds
that M is a model of P iff TP(M) ≤M.

Proof:
=>) Let P |=max A:<S, ti>. This means that for each M 
MP, there exists A:<S, ti’>  M s.t. ti is included in ti’.
Additionally, there exists M  MP, that does not contain
A:<S, ti’>  M s.t. time point end(ti)+1 is contained in ti’ and
there exists M  MP, that does not contain A:<S, ti’>  M s.t.
time point start(ti)-1 is contained in ti’. Therefore, A:<S, ti> 
Mmin.

Proof:

<=) Assume that A:<S, ti>  Mmin. This means that for each
M  MP, there exists A:<S, ti’>  M s.t. ti is included in ti’.
Additionally, there exists M  MP, that does not contain
A:<S, ti’>  M s.t. time point end(ti)+1 is contained in ti’ and
there exists M  MP, that does not contain A:<S, ti’> M s.t.
time point start(ti)-1 is contained in ti’. Therefore, P |=max
A:<S, ti>.
IV.

COMPUTING THE MINIMAL MODEL OF A PT-PROGRAM

In Section, we provide three operators s.t. the closure of
their composition provides the minimal model of a pt-logic
program P.
We denote by QP the ground pt-atoms of P. We define the
operator WP from the powerset of QP to the powerset QP, as
follows:
WP(Q)={ A:<S, ti> | it exists A:<S, ti> ← A1:<S1, ti1>, …,
An:<Sn, tin>  [P] s.t.
<Si, tii>  Q, for all i=1,…,n}
We now define the operator ZP from the powerset of QP to
the powerset of QP, as follows:

=>) Let M be a model of P. Consider the rules A:<S, ti> ←
A1:<S1, ti1>, …, An:<Sn, tin>  [P] s.t. Ai:<Si, tii>  M, for all
i=1,…,n. Then, M |= A:<S, ti>. Since M is an interpretation of
P, M satisfies each pt-atom in TP(M). Thus, TP(M) ≤M.
<=) Assume that TP(M) ≤M. We need to show that if
A:<S, ti> ← A1:<S1, ti1>, …, An:<Sn, tin>  [P] s.t. M |=Ai:<Si,
tii>, for all i=1,…,n, then M |=A:<S, ti>. Note that there exists
A:<S, ti’> ← A1:<S1, ti’1>, …, An:<Sn, ti’n>  [P] s.t. Ai:<Si,
ti’i>  M, for all i=1,…,n.. Note that TP(M) is an interpretation
of P and that TP(M) |= A:<S, ti’>. Since TP(M) ≤M, it follows
that M |= A:<S, ti’>. Now, since ti is included in ti’, it follows
that M |= A:<S, ti>. Thus, M is a model of P.
Below, we show that Mmin can be computed as the closure
of the TP operator.
Proposition 5. Mmin=TP↑ω({}).
Proof: From Proposition 4, it follows that Mmin=
minimal≤({M | M is an interpretation of P and TP(M)≤M}).
Since Mmin is a model of P, it follows from Proposition 4 that
TP(Mmin)≤Mmin. Further note that since the operator TP is
monotonic, it follows that TP(TP(Mmin)) ≤ TP(Mmin.).
Additionally, TP(Mmin) is an interpretation of P. Thus, Mmin≤
TP(Mmin). Therefore, TP(Mmin)=Mmin. Thus, Mmin=TP↑ω({}).
Note that TP↑ω  QP.
Proposition 6. Simple and maximally temporal entailment
of a ground pt-atom from a pt-logic program P is EXPTIMEcomplete w.r.t. the size of P.
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Proof: Membership) Note that the computation of
Mmin=TP↑ω({}), involves the application of at most an
exponential number of rules applied at most exponential
number of times. Obviously, the computation of
max_interval(intervals(Q,S,A),ti’) is polynomial w.r.t. the size
of Q. Therefore, the computation of Mmin is in EXPTIME.

such that each provenance and temporal variable appearing
in filter appears in SQ1  …  SQn .

Hardness) It follows directly by the fact that datalog is
program-complete for EXPTIME [1].

Consider a simple or complex query CQ. Let v,u 
AnsP(CQ). We say that answer v is more informative than
answer u, denoted by v ≤ u, if (i) v, u coincide on their no
provenance variable mappings, and (ii) for each provenance
variable ?S  domain(v), it holds that v(?S)  u(?S). We
define AnswerP(CQ)=minimal≤(AnsP(CQ)) and we consider
that these are the desired answers. This is because if P |=
A:<S, ti> then P |=A:<S’, ti>, for each S  S’  NamesP .

V.

A QUERY LANGUAGE FOR PT-LOGIC PROGRAMS

Below, we define the queries that can be applied to a ptlogic program P.
A simple pt-query of type 1 has the form SQ=A:<?S, ti>,
where A:<?S, ti> is a pt-atom of P, ti is a temporal interval,
and ?S is a provenance variable. The answers of SQ w.r.t. P,
denoted by AnsP(SQ), is the set of mappings v from the
variables of A to the constants of definite(P) and from ?S to a
subset of NamesP s.t. P |= v(A:<?S, ti>).
A simple pt-query of type 2 has the form SQ=A:<?S, ?ti>,
where A:<?S, ?ti > is a pt-atom of P (note that ?S is a
provenance variable and ?ti is a temporal variable). The
answers of SQ w.r.t. P, denoted by AnsP(SQ), is the set of
mappings v from the variables of A to the constants of
definite(P), from ?S to a subset of NamesP, and from ?ti to a
temporal interval s.t. P |=max v(A:<?S, ?ti>).

The answers of CQ w.r.t. P, denoted by AnsP(CQ), is the
set of mappings v s.t. (i) if ui  AnsP(SQi) s.t. u1,…,un coincide
on the common variables of SQi then v coincides with ui on the
variables of SQi and (ii) v(filter) holds.

Example 2. Consider the simple query SQ =
extra_vacation( Peter): <?S, ?ti>. Then, the answers to this
query is (i) the mapping v, where v(?S)={Person, Job,
Vacation} and v(?ti)= [2001,2001], and (ii) the mapping u,
where u(?S)={Person, Job, Vacation} and u(?ti)=[2006,2008].
Consider now the simple query SQ = extra_vacation(
Mary):<?S, ?ti>. Then, the answers to this query is (i) the
mapping v, where v(?S)={Person} and v(?ti)= [1999,2002],
and (ii) the mapping u, where u(?S)={Person, Job, Vacation}
and u(?ti)=[1900,1992].

A simple pt-query of type 3 has the form SQ=A1:<?S1, ?ti>
 …  An:<?Sn, ?ti> where each Ai:<?Si, ?ti > is a pt-atom of
P. The answers of SQ w.r.t. P, denoted by AnsP(SQ), is the set
of mappings v s.t. if ui  AnsP(Ai:<?Si, ?ti>) s.t. u1,…,un
coincide on the common variables of Ai and ?Si then v
coincides with ui on the variables of Ai and ?Si and v(?ti) is the
intersection of u1(?ti),…, un(?ti), if such intersection exists.

Consider now the simple query SQ = extra_vacation(
Mary):<?S, ?ti>  extra_vacation(Peter):<?S’,?ti>, requesting
the common temporal intervals that Mary and Peter get extra
vacation days, independently of the set of sources that this
information is derived. Then, the answer to this query is the
mapping v, where v(?ti)=[2001,2001], v(?S)={Person} and
v(?S’)={Person, Job, Vacation}.

A simple pt-query of type 4 has the form SQ=A1<?S1, ?ti>

Consider now the simple query SQ = extra_vacation(
Mary):<?S, ?ti>  extra_vacation(Peter):<?S, ?ti>,
requesting the common temporal intervals that Mary and Peter
get extra vacation days, as derived from the same set of
sources. Then, the answer to this query is the mapping v,
where v(?ti)=[2001,2001] and v(?S)={Person, Job, Vacation}.

 …  An:<?Sn, ?ti>  included(?ti, [t,t’]), where each

Ai:<?Si, ?ti > is a pt-atom of P and [t,t’] is a temporal interval.
The answers of SQ w.r.t. P, denoted by AnsP(SQ), is the set of
mappings v s.t. if ui  AnsP(Ai:<?Si, ?ti>) s.t. u1,…,un coincide
on the common variables of Ai and ?Si then v coincides with ui
on the variables of Ai and ?Si and v(?ti) is the intersection of
u1(?ti),…, un(?ti) and [t,t’], if such intersection exists.
A complex pt-query has the form CQ=SQ1  …  SQn 
filter, where SQi are simple pt-queries, each having a different
temporal variable, and filter is an expression of the following
EBNF grammar:
term:=duration(?ti) | start(?ti) | end(?ti) | c, where ?ti is a
temporal variable and c is a decimal.
complex_term:= term | complex_term (+ | - | * | /) complex_term
temp_comparison:= complex_term (< | > | = | ≤ | ≥ | ≠)
complex_term
prov_comparison:= (?S (  |  |  |  | =) ?S’) | (?S (  |  |
 |  | =) S”) , where ?S, ?S’ are
provenance variables and S”  NamesP.
filter:= temp_comparison | prov_comparison | filter (  |
 ) filter,

Consider now the complex query CQ= has_job(Mary,
?x):<?S, ?ti>  included(?ti, [1993,2008])  ?S={Person} ,
requesting the temporal intervals that Mary has a job from
1993 to 2008, as derived from the source Person. The answers
to this query is (i) the mapping v, where v(?ti)=[1993, 2002]
and v(?S)={Person} and (ii) the mapping u, where
u(?ti)=[2006,2008] and u(?S)={Person}.
Consider now the complex query CQ = extra_vacation(
Mary): <?S, ?ti>  extra_vacation(Peter):<?S, ?ti’> 
start(?ti) ≤ end(?ti’)  start(?ti’) ≤ end(?ti’) , requesting the
temporal intervals that Mary and Peter get extra vacation days,
as long as these overlap, and as derived from the same set of
sources.
Then, the answer to this query is the mapping v, where
v(?ti)=[2001,2001], v(?ti’)=[1999,2002], and v(?S)={Person,
Job, Vacation}.
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VI.

RELATED WORK

In this Section, we discuss related work.
Flouris et al. [2] add provenance information to RDF
theory [3], [4]. In particular, they extend RDF triples to RDF
quadruples, where the fourth element is the set of graph names
that participated in the derivation of the RDF triple through a
limited subset of the RDFS entailment rules. They also discuss
atomic update operations (i.e. inserts and deletes) of the RDF
quadruples. Comparing to this paper, [2] does not present a
model theory and does not consider the temporal domain. Note
that our approach can also be applied to RDFS, as RDFS
inference rules can be expressed through definite logic
programming rules [5].
In [6], we extend extended logic programming rules [6]
with their validity temporal intervals. We consider derivations
based on temporal time points and Answer Set Programming
[7], and provide an algorithm that returns the maximal
temporal intervals that a literal is true. Present work has a
different model theory and implementation than [6], as we
consider only definite logic programming rules and on the
other hand we also consider the provenance domain. Yet, the
query language presented here is an extension of the query
language presented in [6].
In [8], the authors present a general framework for
representing, reasoning, and querying with RDFS annotated
data on the Semantic Web. They show that their formalism
can be instantiated on the temporal, fuzzy, and provenance
domain. The authors can associate RDF triples with their
validity temporal intervals and supportive sources and apply
the RDFS inference rules (which are always valid). Yet, [8]
does not support simple queries of type 4. Moreover, our
query answering is more efficient, since during query
answering, we directly work on maximal temporal intervals. In
[8], all entailed temporal intervals returned by the query are
considered and then the maximal ones are returned. Further,
our semantics is different than [8]. For example, consider the
annotated RDF triples p(a,b) :<n, [1990, 2000]> and q(c,d):
<n, [1995, 2010]>. Then, according to [8], the answer to
query p(a,b):<?S, ?ti>  q(c,d): <?S, ?ti’>  end(?ti) <
start(?ti’) will provide the mapping v s.t. v(?ti)=[1990,1994]
and v(?ti')=[1995, 2010]. In our case, we will provide no
answers, since 2000 > 1995.
In [9], the authors present a framework to incorporate
temporal reasoning into RDFS. The authors associate RDF
triples with their validity temporal interval and apply the
RDFS inference rules (which are always valid). Unlike our
work, their semantics is based on time points and not on
temporal intervals. Additionally, [9] does not consider the
provenance domain. Further, it does not support simple
queries of type 3 and type 4 and the filter condition is limited.
In [10], the authors extend RDF graphs with temporal
information, by associating RDF triples with their validity
interval. They consider any entailment regime that can be
expressed through definite rules A0 ← A1, …, An, where Ai is
an RDF triple. Each such rule is replaced by the temporal rule
A0:[max(t1,..., tn), min(t’1,..., t’n)] ← A1:[ t1, t’1],..., An:[ tn, t’n].
These rules are applied recursively, until a fixpoint is reach.

Then, maximal validity temporal intervals for each derived
RDF triple are produced. Yet, this work does not present a
model theory based on temporal intervals and does not
consider the provenance domain. Additionally, it does not
support simple temporal queries of type 4 and the filter
condition is left unspecified.
Work in [11] provides a framework to support spatial and
temporal analysis over RDFS data. With respect to the
temporal component, [11] is similar to [10], as it also
computes the maximal validity temporal intervals of derived
RDF triples, using the RDFS entailment rules. Yet, [11] does
not consider the provenance domain.
Finally, we would like to note that our theory cannot be
considered as a special case of annotated logic programming
[12], as the model theory and the operational semantics are
different there.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a model theory and the
operational semantics of a pt-logic program P, that is a set of
definite logic programming rules, annotated with the source
that have been derived and their validity temporal interval. We
have defined the simple and maximally temporal entailments
of P, showing that there exists a minimal model Mmin that
contains exactly these maximal entailments. Additionally, we
defined a consequence operator whose closure coincides with
Mmin. Further, we showed that simple and maximally temporal
entailment from a pt-logic program P is EXPTIME-complete
w.r.t. the size of P. A query language for our framework is
proposed.
As future work, we plan to extend our theory to extended
logic programs. Further, we plan to add additional parameters
to definite logic programming rules such that space and trust.
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Abstract— Extended logic programs (ELPs) are a set of logic
rules with strong negation  allowed in the bodies or head of the
rules and weak negation ~ allowed in the bodies of the rules.
ELPs enable for various forms of reasoning that cannot be
achieved by definite logic programs. Answer Set Programming
provides a widely acceptable semantics for ELPs. However, ELPs
do not provide information regarding the temporal intervals that
derived ELP literals or weakly negated ELP literals are valid. In
this paper, we associate ELP rules with their validity temporal
interval, resulting in a temporally annotated logic program. A
ground temporal literal has the form L:i, where L is a ground
ELP literal or weakly negated ELP literal and i is a temporal
interval. We define (simple) entailment and maximal entailment
of a ground temporal literal L:i from a temporally annotated
logic program C. Both kinds of entailment are based on Answer
Set Programming. Additionally, we provide an algorithm that for
an ELP literal or a weakly negated ELP literal L returns a list
with all temporal intervals i such that a temporally annotated
logic program C maximally entails L:i. Based on this algorithm,
the answer of various kinds of temporal queries can be provided.
Keywords- Extended logic programs; validity temporal intervals;
temporal inference; query answering.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Extended logic programs (ELPs) are a set of logic rules
with strong negation  allowed in the bodies or head of the
rules and weak negation ~ allowed in the bodies of the rules
[1]. ELP rules are assumed to be valid at the time of their
evaluation but no historical information is derived as it is not
known if these rules were valid in the past. However, each
ELP rule is usually valid at a certain interval of time. In this
paper, we associate ELP rules with their validity temporal
interval. Thus, derived ELP literals and weakly negated ELP
literals are associated with the temporal intervals at which they
are valid. A temporal interval has the form [t1,t2], where t1,t2
are time points s.t. t1 ≤ t2 and it includes all time points t s.t. t1
≤ t ≤ t2 In this paper, time points are years but they can also
be dates, date times, etc. In general, we assume that the set of
time points is a discrete linearly ordered domain that can be
mapped to the set of integers through a bijective mapping.
In particular, ELP logic rules, associated with their validity
temporal interval, form a temporally annotated logic program.
A ground temporal literal has the form L:i, where L is a
ground ELP literal or weakly negated ELP literal and i is a
temporal interval. We define (simple) entailment of a ground
temporal literal L:i from a temporally annotated logic
program C expressing that according to C, L is true during all
time points within i. We define maximal entailment of a
ground temporal literal L:i from a temporally annotated logic
program C, expressing that according to C, L is true during all

time points within i but L is not true at the time point before i
and at the time point after i. Both kinds of entailment are
based on Answer Set Programming [1]. The complexities of
simple and maximal entailment of ground temporal literals are
provided showing that simple temporal entailment is not
harder than entailment of a ground ELP literal from an ELP
logic program, based on Answer Set Programming.
We provide an algorithm that for an ELP literal or a
weakly negated ELP literal L returns a list with all temporal
intervals i such that a temporally annotated logic program C
maximally entails L:i. Based on this algorithm, the answer of
various kinds of temporal queries can be provided. For
example, the user may request the maximal temporal intervals
that a number of ELP literals or weakly negated ELP literals
hold concurrently within a temporal interval of interest.
Additionally, the user may request the maximal temporal
intervals that a number of ELP literals or weakly negated ELP
literals hold, provided that these intervals are associated with
complex relations concerning their duration, start and end
points. In particular, we define four types of simple temporal
queries. Additionally, we define a complex temporal query as
a conjunction of simple temporal queries and a filter condition
that provides for various kinds of checks regarding the
duration, start and end points of the temporal intervals
returned by the query. The filter condition can express any
combination of Allen's interval algebra relations [2].
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work concerning
entailment from ELP rules associated with their validity
temporal intervals. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: In Section II, we define temporally annotated logic
programs and entailment of temporal literals. Additionally, we
provide an algorithm that for an ELP literal or weakly negated
ELP literal L returns a list with all temporal intervals i such
that a temporally annotated logic program C maximally entails
L:i. In Section III, we define various kinds of temporal queries
and their answers. In Section IV, we present related work.
Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II.

TEMPORALLY ANNOTATED LOGIC PROGRAMS &
ENTAILMENT

In this section, we define temporally annotated logic
programs and entailment of temporal literals.
We consider a vocabulary V=<Pred,Const>, where Pred is
a set of predicate symbols and Const is a set of constants. We
consider a set of variable symbols Var. Variables are preceded
by the question mark symbol “?”. Additionally, we consider a
maximal temporal interval [tmin, tmax], within which all
temporal inferences are made.
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Definition 1 [temporally annotated logic rule]
A temporally annotated logic rule over a vocabulary V is
an ELP rule over V associated with a temporal interval i, i.e. it
has the form i:r where r is an ELP rule and i=[t1,t2], where t1 ≤
tmin and t2 ≤ ttmax.

Let P be an extended logic program of a vocabulary
V=<Pred,Const> and L be an ELP literal or a weakly negated
ELP literal over V, we write P |=ASP L if the grounded version
of P over the constants in Const entails L under Answer Set
Programming [1].
Definition 4 [temporal entailment]

Definition 2 [temporally annotated logic program]
A temporally annotated logic program C over a
vocabulary V is a set of temporally annotated logic rules over
V.
Example 1 An example temporally annotated logic
program C over V=<Pred, Const>, where Pred are all
predicates appearing in C and Const are all the constants
appearing in C, is the following (we consider tmin=1988 and
tmax=2012):
[1990,1994]: has_job(Mary, Hairdresser).
[1995,2002]: has_job(Mary, Secretary).
[2006,2009]: has_job(Mary, Hairdresser).
[2001,2003]: has_job(Peter, Garbage_collector).
[2005,2008]: has_job(Peter, Builder).
[1980,1992]: heavy_job(Hairdresser).
[1980,2000]: heavy_job(Garbage_collector).
[1999,2012]: heavy_job(Builder).
[1988, 1991]: vacation_days(?x,29) ← has_job(?x,?y),
heavy_job(?y).
[1992, 2012]: vacation_days(?x,27) ← has_job(?x,?y),
heavy_job(?y).
[1988, 1991]: vacation_days(?x,25) ← has_job(?x,?y),
~ heavy_job(?y).
[1992, 2012]: vacation_days(?x,22) ← has_job(?x,?y),
~ heavy_job(?y).
Predicate has_job(x,y) expresses that x has as job y.
Predicate heavy_job(x) expresses that x is a heavy and
unhealthy job. Predicate vacation_days(x,y) expresses that x is
entitled to y vacations days per year.
Convention: In the sequel, by C, we will denote a
temporally annotated logic program and, by V=<Pred,Const>,
we will denote the vocabulary of C.
Below, we define the temporal projection of C at a certain
time point t.
Definition 3 [temporal projection]
The temporal projection of C at a time point t is the
extended logic program C(t)={r | i:r  C and t  i}.
Example 2 Consider the temporally annotated logic
program C of Example 1. Then, C(1994) is the following
extended logic program:
has_job(Mary, Hairdresser).
heavy_job(Garbage_collector).
vacation_days(?x,27) ← has_job(?x,?y), heavy_job(?y).
vacation_days(?x,22) ← has_job(?x,?y), ~ heavy_job(?y).
A temporal literal over V has the form L:i, where L is an
ELP literal or a weakly negated ELP literal over V and i a
temporal interval or variable, called temporal variable.

We say that C (simply) entails a ground temporal literal
L:i, denoted by C |= L:i, if for all t  i, C(t) |=ASP L. We say
that C maximally entails a temporal literal L:[t1,t2], denoted by
C |= max L:[t1,t2], if
1.
2.
3.

C |= L:[t1,t2],
if t1 > tmin then C(t1-1) |≠ ASP L, and
if t2 < tmax then C(t2+1) |≠ ASP L.

Example 3 Consider the temporally annotated logic
program C of Example 1. Then, C |= vacation_days(Mary,22):
[2006,2008] and C |=max vacation_days(Mary,22):[2006,
2009]. Additionally, C |= vacation_days(Peter,27):[2006,
2007] and C |=max vacation_days(Peter,27): [2005,2008].
Proposition 1 Let L:i be a ground temporal literal over V.
Deciding if C |= L:i is:
1. co-NP-complete, in the case that C does not contain
variables or the number of variables of each rule of C is
less than a constant.
2. co-NEXPTIME-complete, in the general case.
Note that entailment of a ground ELP literal from an ELP
program P, under Answer Set Programming is (i) co-NPcomplete, in the case that P does not contain variables or the
number of variables of each rule of P is less than a constant
and (ii) co-NEXPTIME-complete, in the general case [3].
Therefore, entailment of a ground temporal literal from a
temporally annotated logic program does not increase the
computational complexity over Answer Set Programming.
Now, we provide a few definitions. Let i=[t1, t2] be a
temporal interval. We define start(i)=t1 and end(i)=t2. Let L be
an ELP literal or a weakly negated ELP literal, we denote by
pred(L), the predicate appearing in L. Let r be an ELP rule.
We denote by Head(r), the head of r.
Below, we present the algorithm FindMaximalIntervals(C,
L) that, for an ELP literal or a weakly negated ELP literal L,
returns a list with all temporal intervals i such that C |=max L:i.
This algorithm calls the algorithm GetIntervals(C,p) which
returns a list of the maximal temporal intervals i that define
predicate p, i.e. for all t  i, p appears in the head of a rule of
C(t). The list of returned temporal intervals i is sorted by
start(i).
Algorithm 1 GetIntervals(C,p), where p  Pred, first gets
all intervals i s.t. there exist rule i:r  C with pred(Head(r))
=p. Then, it orders these intervals i based on start(i) and puts
them in a list IL.
Afterwards, it fetches intervals from IL in the stored order
and combines the intervals that overlap or are consecutive,
creating maximal intervals that puts them in a new list IL’.
Finally, it returns IL’.
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Algorithm 1 GetIntervals(C,p)
Input: a temporally annotated logic program C and a
predicate p  Pred
Output: a sorted list of the maximal temporal intervals i
that define p
Let S={i | i:r  C and p=pred(Head(r))}.
If S={} then return(empty list).
Order intervals i  S by start(i) and put them in list IL.
Let IL' be the empty list.
Get first interval i from IL.
current_start=start(i).
current_end=end(i).
For each interval i taken in sequence from the list IL do
If start(i) ≤ current_end+1 and end(i)>current_end then
current_end=end(i).
If start(i) > current_end+1 or i is the last interval in
IL then
Add at the end of IL’ the temporal interval
[current_start, current_end].
current_start=start(i).
current_end=end(i).
If start(i) > current_end+1 and i is the last interval in IL
then
Add at the end of IL’ the temporal interval
[start(i), end(i)].
EndFor
return(IL’).
Example 4 Consider the temporally annotated logic
program C of Example 1. Then, GetIntervals(C, has_job)
returns the list [[1990,2003], [2005,2009]].
Algorithm 2 FindMaximalIntervals(C,L), where L is an
ELP literal or a weakly negated ELP literal over V, first calls
algorithm GetIntervals(C, pred(L)) which returns a list IL of
maximal intervals i that define pred(L), ordered by start(i)
(line 2). Assume that IL is the empty list (lines 3-7). If L is a
weakly negated literal then the algorithm returns the list
containing [tmin, tmax]. This is because in this case C |=max
L:[tmin, tmax]. Otherwise, the algorithm returns the empty list.
This is because in this case, there is no interval i s.t C |=max L:i.
If IL is not the empty list then the algorithm fetches the first
interval i of IL and if L is a weakly negated ELP literal and
start(i) ≠ tmin then it puts the interval [tmin, start(i)-1] in a new
list IL’ (line 11). This is because for all time points t  [tmin,
start(i)-1], it holds that C(t) |=ASP L. Then, it fetches each
interval [ts, te] from IL in the stored order.
Afterwards, it examines each time point t  [ts, te] and
creates maximal temporal intervals i within [ts, te] such that for
each t'  i, it holds that C(t) |=ASP L (lines 13-21). These
intervals are stored in order in IL’ with the difference that if
the first of these intervals is consecutive with the previous
interval in IL’ then it combines these. Note that if [ts, te] is the
last temporal interval in IL, L is a weakly negated literal, and te
< tmax then, for each t  [te+1, tmax], it holds that C(t) |=ASP L.
Thus, if C(te) |=ASP L then it combines interval [te+1,tmax] with
the last interval in IL’ (line 25), otherwise it adds interval
[te+1, tmax] to the end of IL’ (line 27). If [ts, te] is not the last

temporal interval in IL and L is a weakly negated literal then
(i) if C(te) |=ASP L and [t's, te] is the last interval in IL’ then it
replaces it by the interval [t's,t''s-1] (line 31) and (ii) if C(te)
|≠ASP L then it adds [te+1, t''s-1] to IL' (line 33), where [t''s, t''e]
is the next to [ts, te] interval in IL. This, is because for all t 
[te+1, t''s-1], it holds that C(t) |=ASP L. Then, this process
continues until all intervals [ts, te] from IL are fetched. In the
latter case, the temporal interval list IL' is returned.
Algorithm 2 FindMaximalIntervals(C,L)
Input: a temporally annotated logic program C and an
ELP literal or a weakly ELP literal L over V
Output: a sorted list of maximal temporal intervals i s.t.
for each t  i, C(t) |=ASP L
( 1) flag=TRUE.
( 2) IL= GetIntervals(C, pred(L)).
( 3) If IL is the empty list then
( 4) If L is a weakly negated ELP literal then
( 5) return(a list containing [tmin,tmax]).
( 6) else
( 7) return(empty list).
( 8) Let IL’ be the empty list.
( 9) Let i be the first item in IL.
(10) If L is a weakly negated ELP literal and
start(i) ≠tmin then
(11) Add [tmin, start(i)-1] to the end of IL’.
(12) For each interval [ts,te] taken in sequence from the
list IL do
(13) For each time point t=ts, ..., te do
(14) If C(t) |=ASP L then
(15) If IL’ is not empty and flag=TRUE then
(16) Take the last item [t's, t'e] from IL’ and
replace it by [t's,t].
(17) else
(18) Add interval [t,t] to the end of IL’.
(19) else /* C(t) |≠ASP L */
(20) flag=FALSE.
(21) EndFor
(22) If [ts,te] is the last interval in IL then
(23) If L is a weakly negated ELP literal and
te ≠ tmax then
(24) If IL’ is not empty and flag=TRUE then
(25) Take the last item [t's, te] from IL’ and
replace it by [t's,tmax].
(26) else
(27) Add interval [te+1,tmax] to the end of IL’.
(28) else /* [ts,te] is not the last interval in IL */
(29) If L is a weakly negated ELP literal then
(30) If IL’ is not empty and flag=TRUE then
(31) Take the last interval [t's, te] from IL’
and replace it by [t's, t''s-1], where [t''s,t''e]
is the next interval to [ts,te] in IL.
(32)
else
(33) Add [te+1,t''s-1] to the end of IL' where
[t''s,t''e] is the next interval to [ts,te] in IL.
(34) flag=TRUE.
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(35) else /* L is not a weakly negated ELP literal */
(36) flag=FALSE.
(37) EndFor
(38) return(IL’).
Example 5 Consider the temporally annotated logic
program C of Example 1. Then, FindMaximalIntervals(C
has_job( Mary, Hairdresser)) returns the list [[1990,1994],
[2006, 2009]] and FindMaximalIntervals(C, ~has_job(Mary,
Hairdresser)) returns the list [[1988, 1989], [1995,2005],
[2010,2012]].
Based on Algorithm 2, the following complexity results
are derived.
Proposition 2 Let L:i be a ground temporal literal over V.
Deciding if C |= max L:i is:
1. in PNP, in the case that C does not contain variables or
the number of variables of each rule of C is less than a
constant, and
2. in PNEXPTIME, in the general case.
We would like to note that we have investigated the case to
define, for a temporally annotated logic program C,
interpretations I containing temporal literals L:i s.t. if L:i, L:i’
 I then temporal intervals i,i’ have no common time points
and they are not consecutive. We can decide if I is an answer
set of C, using techniques similar to Answer Set
Programming, but now we work on temporal intervals and not
on time points. Then, C |= L:[t1,t2], if for all answer sets M of
C it holds that M |= L:[t1,t2]. Additionally, C |=max L:[t1,t2], if
(i) for all answer sets M of C, it holds that M |= L:[t1,t2], (ii)
there is an answer set M of C such that M |≠ L:[t1-1,t1-1], and
(iii) there is an answer set M of C such that M |≠ L:[t2+1,t2+1].
However, this technique has higher complexity and does not
provides answer sets in the case that it exists a time point t
such that C(t) has no (consistent) answer set.
III.

QUERY ANSWERING

A simple temporal query of type 3 has the form SQ=L1:?i

 ...  Ln:?i, where Li:?i is a temporal literal with ?i being a

temporal variable. The answers of SQ w.r.t. C, denoted by
AnsC(SQ), is the set of mappings v s.t. if vi  AnsC(Li:?i), for
i=1,...,n, s.t. v1,...,vn coincide on the common variables of
L1,...,Ln then v coincides with vi on the variables of Li, for
i=1,...,n, and maps ?i to the intersection of the temporal
intervals v1(?i),...,vn(?i), if such intersection exists.
A simple temporal query of type 4 has the form SQ=L1:?i

 ...  Ln:?i  included(?i, [t1,t2]), where L1:?i  ...  Ln:?i

is a simple temporal query of type 3 and t1,t2 are time points.
The answers of SQ w.r.t. C, denoted by AnsC(SQ), is the set of
mappings v s.t. if u  AnsC(L1:?i  ...  Ln:?i) then v
coincides with u on the variables of Li, for i=1,...,n, and maps
?i to the intersection of the temporal intervals u(?i) and [t1,t2],
if such intersection exists.
Example 6 Consider the temporally annotated logic
program C of Example 1. Consider the simple temporal query
of type 1 SQ=vacation_days(Mary,?x):[1994,2001], requesting
the vacations days that Mary is entitled to continuously during
the temporal interval [1994,2001]. Then, AnsC(SQ) is the
mapping v s.t. v(?x)=22.
Consider the simple temporal query of type 2 SQ=
vacation_days(Mary,?x):?i, requesting the vacations days that
Mary is entitled to and their maximal temporal intervals. Then,
AnsC(SQ) is the set of mappings (i) v1 s.t. v1(?x)=29 and
v1(?x)=[1990,1991], (ii) v2 s.t. v2(?x)=27 and v2(?i)= [1992,
1992], (iii) v3 s.t. v3(?x)=22 and v3(?i)= [1993, 2002], and (iv)
v4 s.t. v4(?x)=22 and v4(?x)=[2006, 2009].
Consider the simple temporal query of type 3
SQ=has_job(Mary,?x):?i  has_job(Peter,?y):?i, requesting
the jobs of Mary and Peter and their common validity
temporal intervals. Then, AnsC(SQ) is the set of mappings (i)
v1 s.t. v1(?x)=Secretary,
v1(?y)=Garbage_collector, and
v1(?i)=[2001,2002] and (ii) v2 s.t. v2(?x)=Hairdresser, v2(?y)=
Builder, and v2(?i)=[2006,2008].

First, we define the intersection of a set of temporal
intervals. The intersection of the temporal intervals [t1,
t'1],...,[tn, t'n] is the interval [max({t1,...,tn}), min({t'1,..., t'n})], if
max({t1,...,tn}) ≤ min({t'1,...,t'n}). Otherwise, it is undefined.

Consider the simple temporal query of type 4
SQ=vacation_days(Mary,?x):?i  included(?i,[1991, 2001]),
requesting the vacations days that Mary is entitled to and their
maximal temporal intervals, within the temporal interval of
interest [1991, 2001]. Then, AnsC(SQ) is the set of mappings
(i) v1 s.t. v1(?x)=29 and v1(?x)=[1991,1991], (ii) v2 s.t.
v2(?x)=27 and v2(?i)=[1992,1992], and (iii) v3 s.t. v3(?x)=22
and v3(?i)=[1993,2001].

A simple temporal query of type 1 has the form SQ=L:i,
where L:i is a temporal literal with i being a temporal interval.
The answers of SQ w.r.t. C, denoted by AnsC(SQ), is the set of
mappings v from the variables of L to Const s.t. C |= v(L:i).

A complex pt-query has the form CQ=SQ1  …  SQn 
filter, where SQi are simple temporal queries, each having a
different temporal variable, and filter is an expression of the
following EBNF grammar:

Below, we define the queries that can be imposed to a
temporally annotated logic program C over a vocabulary
V=<Pred, Const> and their answers.

A simple temporal query of type 2 has the form SQ=L:?i,
where L:?i is a temporal literal with ?i being a temporal
variable. The answers of SQ w.r.t. C, denoted by AnsC(SQ), is
the set of mappings v from the variables of L to Const and
from ?i to the set of temporal intervals s.t C |=max v(L:?i).
The answer to this type of queries can be provided using
Algorithm 2.

term:=duration(?i) | start(?i) | end(?i) | c,
where ?i is a temporal variable and c is a decimal.
complex_term:= term | complex_term (+ | - | * | /)
complex_term
comparison:= complex_term (< | > | = | ≤ | ≥ | ≠)
complex_term
filter:= comparison | filter (  |  ) filter,
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such that each temporal variable appearing in filter appears
in SQ1  …  SQn . The answers of CQ w.r.t. C, denoted by
AnsP(CQ), is the set of mappings v s.t. (i) if ui  AnsP(SQi), for
i=1,…,n, s.t. u1,…,un coincide on the common variables of
SQ1,…, SQn then v coincides with ui on the variables of SQi,
for i=1,…,n, and (ii) v(filter) holds.
Note that
combinations
example, the
expressed by
end(?i)).

all Allen's interval algebra relations and their
can be expressed by a filter expression. For
Allen's algebra relation overlaps(?i,?j) can be
the filter (start(?i) < start(?j))  (start(?j) <

Example 7 Consider the temporally annotated logic
program C of Example 1. Consider the complex query CQ=
has_job(Mary,?x):?i  has_job(Peter,?y):?i'  (start(?i) ≤
end(?i'))  (end(?i) ≥ start(?i')), requesting the job of Mary
and its validity temporal interval and the job of Peter and its
validity temporal interval, provided that these intervals have
common time points. Then, AnsC(SQ) is the set of mappings
(i) v1 s.t. v1(?x)=Secretary, v1(?i)=[1995,2002], v1(?y)=
Garbage_collector, and v1(?i')=[2001, 2003] and (ii) v2 s.t.
v2(?x)=Hairdresser, v2(?i)=[2006,2009], v2(?y)=Builder, and
v2(?i')=[2005,2008].
Consider the complex query
CQ = has_job(Mary, ?x) : ?i  has_job( Peter , ?y) : ?i 
((start (?i) > start (?i))  (end (?i) < end (?i))  (end (?i)  start (?i) > 2) 
(start (?i)  start (?i))  (end (?i)  end (?i))  (end (?i)  start (?i) > 2) 
(start (?i)  start (?i))  (start (?i)  end (?i))  (start (?i)  end (?i) > 2) 

(start (?i)  start (?i))  (start(?i)  end (i))  (start(?i)  end (?i) > 2))

requesting the job of Mary and its validity temporal
interval and the job of Peter and its validity temporal interval,
provided that these intervals have more than 2 common time
points.
Then, AnsC(SQ) is the mapping v s.t. v(?x)=
Hairdresser, v(?i)=[2006,2009], v(?y)=Builder, and v(?i')=
[2005,2008].
IV.

RELATED WORK

Below, we review related work.
In [4], the authors present a framework to incorporate
temporal reasoning into RDFS [5][6]. The author associate
RDF triples with their validity temporal interval and apply the
RDFS inference rules (which are always valid). Like our
work, their semantics is based on time points and not on
temporal intervals. Yet, [4] does not consider strong and weak
negation and validity intervals on logic rules. Additionally, it
does not support simple queries of type 3 and type 4 and the
filter condition is limited.
Note that our approach can also be applied to RDFS, as
RDFS inference rules can be expressed through definite rules
[7].
In [8], the authors present a general framework for
representing, reasoning, and querying with annotated data on
the Semantic Web. They show that their formalism can be
instantiated on the temporal, fuzzy, and provenance domain.
The authors associate RDF triples with their validity temporal
intervals and apply the RDFS inference rules (which are

always valid). Unlike our work, their semantics is based on
temporal intervals. Yet, [8] does not consider strong and weak
negation and validity intervals on logic rules. Additionally, it
does not support simple queries of type 4. Moreover, our
query answering is more efficient, since during query
answering, we directly work on maximal temporal intervals. In
[8], all temporal intervals returned by the query are considered
and then the maximal ones are returned. Further, our
semantics are different than [8]. For example, consider the
temporal RDF triples p(a,b) : [1990, 2000] and q(c,d): [1995,
2010]. Then, according to [8], the answer to query p(a,b):?i
 q(c,d):?i'  end(?i) < start(?i') will provide the mapping v
s.t. v(?i)=[1990, 1994] and v(?i')=[1995, 2010]. In our case,
we will provide no answers, since 2000 > 1995.
In [9], the authors extend RDF graphs with temporal
information, by associating RDF triples with their validity
interval. They consider any entailment regime that can be
expressed through definite rules A0 ←A1,..., An, where Ai is an
RDF triple. Each such rule is replaced by the temporal rule
A0:[max(t1,...,tn),min(t'1,...,t'n)] ←A1:[t1,t'1] ,..., An:[tn, t'n].
These rules are applied recursively, until a fixpoint is reach.
Then, maximal validity temporal intervals for each derived
RDF triple are produced. Yet, [9] does not consider strong and
weak negation and validity intervals on logic rules.
Additionally, it does not support simple temporal queries of
type 4 and the filter condition is left unspecified.
Work in [10] provides a framework to support spatial and
temporal analysis over semantic web data. With respect to the
temporal component [10] is similar to [9], as it also computes
the maximal validity temporal intervals of derived RDF
triples, using the RDFS entailment rules. Yet, [10] does not
consider strong and weak negation and validity intervals on
logic rules.
In [11], [12], the authors extend the RDFS and ter-Horst
entailment rules [13] (which extend RDFS with terms from the
OWL [14] vocabulary) with temporal information. In
particular, they support inference rules having the general
form of these, supported by [9]. However, they dot consider a
query language. Additionally, they do not consider strong and
weak negation and validity intervals on logic rules.
In [15], we presented semantics for provenance and
temporally annotated definite logic programs. However, [15]
does not consider strong and weak negation, and reasons based
on temporal intervals and not time points. The query language
presented here is a restriction of the query language presented
in [15] on the temporal component, with the difference that
negated atoms in the queries are supported in the present
work.
In [16], the authors present a temporal algebra, where the
validity temporal interval of two joined relational tuples with
associated temporal intervals i1 and i2 is the intersection of i1
and i2. This temporal algebra operation is also adopted by
TSQL2 [17]. In general, TSQL2 is an extension of SQL that
supports temporal and non-temporal tables. It also provides a
temporal relational algebra that can undertake temporal
selection of data and temporal joins based on temporal
intersection.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered extended logic programming
rules, associated with their validity temporal intervals, forming
a temporally annotated logic program.
We defined (simple) entailment and maximal entailment of
a ground temporal literal L:i from a temporally annotated
logic program C. Both kinds of entailment are based on
Answer Set Programming. The complexities of simple and
maximal entailment of ground temporal literals are provided.
Additionally, we provided an algorithm that for an ELP literal
or a weakly negated ELP literal L returns a list with all
temporal intervals i such that a temporally annotated logic
program C maximally entails L:i. Based on this algorithm,
the answer of various kinds of temporal queries can be
provided.
Note that we do not support operations, such as next, until,
since, sometimes, and always, supported by temporal logic (for
an overview, see [18]). Additionally, we do not support
inferences such that ``if something is true in one temporal
interval then something else is true in another temporal
interval", as supported by [19]. Yet, these works do not
support the inferences made by our own model.
As future work, we plan to consider logic programs
annotated over multiple domains and not just the temporal
domain.
. Appendix: Proof of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 1
Hardness: Let P be an extended logic program over a
vocabulary V=<Pred,Const>. Consider the temporally
annotated logic program C over V that is derived from P by
associating all rules with the validity temporal interval [t,t].
Let L be an ELP literal over V. Then, P |=ASP L iff C |= L:[t,t].
In [3], it is shown that deciding if P |=ASP L is (i) co-NPcomplete, in the case that P does not contain variables or the
number of variables of each rule of P is less than a constant
and (ii) co-NEXPTIME-complete, in the general case.
Therefore, deciding if a temporally annotated logic program C
|= L:i, for a temporal literal L:i, is (i) co-NP-hard, in the case
that C does not contain variables or the number of variables of
each rule of C is less than a constant and (ii) co-NEXPTIMEhard, in the general case.
Membership: Guess a time point t within the temporal
interval i and an interpretation I of C(t) over constants in
Const. Deciding if I is an answer set of C(t) and I |≠ L is in (i)
P, in the case that C(t) does not contain variables or the
number of variables of each rule of C(t) is less than a constant
and (ii) EXPTIME, in the general case [3]. Thus, deciding if C
|≠ L:i is in (i) NP, in the case that C does not contain variables
or the number of variables of each rule of C is less than a
constant and (ii) NEXPTIME, in the general case. Therefore,
deciding if C |= L:i is in (i) co-NP, in the case that C does not
contain variables or the number of variables of each rule of C
are less than a constant and (ii) co-NEXPTIME, in the general
case.

In [3], it is shown that entailment of an ELP literal or a
weakly negated ELP literal L from an extended logic program
P, under Answer Set Programming, is (i) co-NP-complete, in
the case that P does not contain variables or the number of
variables of each rule of P is less than a constant and (ii) coNEXPTIME-complete, in the general case. Note that
Algorithm 2 runs in polynomial time by calling oracles
deciding if C(t) |=ASP L. Therefore, the complexity of
Algorithm 2 is in (i) PNP, in the case that C does not contain
variables or the number of variables of each rule of C is less
than a constant and (ii) PNEXPTIME, in the general case.
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Abstract — The Brain Computer Interface is a major
breakthrough for the technical industry, medical world, military
and the society on a whole. It is concerned with the control of
devices around us such as computing gears & even automobiles
in the near future without really the physical intervention of the
user. It helps bridge the communication gap between the society
and the disabled. This mainly lays its focus on people suffering
from brainstem stroke, going through a spinal cord injury or
even blindness. BCI helps such patients to retain or restore
communication with the outside world through intelligent signals
from the brain due to the high risk of paralysis under such
circumstances. This is achieved by a signal acquisition technique
and converting these signals available from the sensors placed on
the scalp into real-time computer commands that can be visually
operated and understood. It has nothing to do with the natural
neural transmission of brain signals but extracts them with the
help of sensors to be processed and direct the outputs to an
external device.
This may also prove to be a major military gadget where troops
may communicate their thoughts in highly stressed situations
without breaking the hush. But, as every technology have some
merits and demerits, so does BCI.
Keywords- Brain Computer Interface (BCI); Blood Oxygen Level
Dependent (BOLD); Electrocorticography (ECoG); Practical
Electrical Stimulation (PES); Electroencephalograph (EEG);
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) brain scythe, motor cortex.

I.

OVERVIEW

A plethora of thoughts is ready to open up and make things
work just fine as they did ever. In the human brain, the
thoughts and emotions are transmitted in the form of electric
signals with the help of those millions of neurons. The
following figure below displays a wireless neuro-headset
developed by Emotiv Systems which detects brainwave
signals and categorizes them specifically into conscious &nonconscious thoughts
This makes possible selected processing of only
appropriate signals that are meant to be transmitted by the user
[1]. This device makes use of the same set of electrodes as
sensors which are used in the medical examination known as
electroencephalograph, or in short EEG. The display is
maintained by an advanced software program than the old
EEG paper & pen tracker scheme.

Figure 1. BCI Developed by Emotiv Systems

MRI or Magnetic Resonance Imaging technique is under
research to be used in BCIs as an effective approach to map
actual part of the brain with the task to be performed. With
Brain Computer Interface, the control of the world, on a
whole, lays in the hands of thoughts & emotions. The power
behind the advent of this technology is the working of the
human brain itself. Though a person maybe disabled with
speech, hearing or a total “locked-in”, the brain never stops
functioning. This feature is made use of in BCI using external
peripheral gears to detect these signals and convert them into
visual commands that can be read and understood. In the
course of this, the actions of the brain are manipulated to
control the computing gears and communication devices
instead of generating signals using the traits of a motor
movement.
The figure 2 is a depiction of the BrainGate technology
which is a part of the research carried on at the Brown Institute
for Brain Science. It aims at implanting a baby sensor in the
gray matter which will read the electric signals and transmit
them to the computer system. Evenly, the research in the field
of Human Computer Interaction has achieved impressive
results in the rapid & heavy transmission of signals from the
computer to the human brain using sensory channels and vice
versa. A phase of perceptual computing is about to begin
which studies user’s psychology and operating environment to
process the information about a user’s intent.
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reproduced by decoding the neural shots in the cat’s brain. In
this process, the electrodes were implanted in the region of the
dual lobed grey matter called the thalamus, which records the
actions perceived by the retina. The generation and
reconstruction of the data was hack done by gradually
synthesizing and decoding the signals obtained over a period
of time with the visual perceptions involved.
The human intervention as subjects took place in Japan
when researchers implanted electrodes to a patient’s scalp and
similar results were achieved. A further research at the
University of Pittsburgh led to the use of even fewer neurons
than ever in a working Brain Computer Interface. They
brought about a jaw-breaker advancement which displayed a
monkey’s brain activity to control a robotic arm that fed him
with fruits kept beside him. Research groups all around the
globe are working towards applying kinematics to the concept
of BCIs to retain normal muscle movement of the patient by
stimulating the muscles electrically.

Figure 2. Chip Implantation

In this way, a computer can adapt itself according to the
user and the task to be performed thereby giving phenomenal
results. If extensive research is done and one succeeds in
recognizing the signals transmitted when light falls on the
retina it may lead to a major breakthrough of BCI in the
medical world which may grant artificial vision to the blind.
And as we see, possibilities are endless.
II.

HISTORY

The past of the Brain Computer Interface can be dated
back to the time when Electroencephalography was in his
early years of birth. This became possible with the successful
research of German scientist Hans Berger, who in 1924,
succeeded in recording the electrical signals in the human
brain. He successfully analyzed the oscillatory activity of the
brain and discovered the Alpha wave, also popularly known as
the Berger’s wave. Though his instrumentation, which
consisted of Lippmann capillary electrometer and silver wires,
was very desolate and led to unsuccessful results in advanced
phases, he was able to mark the start of a revolution. Success
was later achieved with the help of Siemens double coil
recording galvanometer which made recording of electric
signals as small as one ten thousandth of a volt. Berger’s
preliminary work led to success in elimination of various
diseases related to brain cells and the advancement of the
Electroencephalography or EEG, in short. The actual birth of
the first relative to Brain Computer Interface took place in
1969 at the University Of Washington, School of Medicine
(UWSOM), Seattle [2]. A monkey was used as the subject
where he successfully deflected a biofeedback meter
measuring arm with the intervention of his neural activity.
Another subsequent research used the same subject, but in
numbers to announce the voluntary control of solo and
multiple neurons in the primary cortex. Many research groups
have been able to record the neurological stimuli and depict
them with the various body movements thus controlled.
A major breakthrough was achieved when Philip Kennedy
were successful in implanting electrodes in a monkey’s cortex.
With the passage of time, a change in the subject was brought
when monkeys and rats were replaced by cats for further
research issues at Berkeley when visual images were

Figure 3. Association of brain signals with movement of hand

III.

OPERATIONAL TRAITS

The performance of a BCI is completely based on the
approach our intellect functions. Our brain is crammed with
neurons, entity nerve cells allied to one another by dendrites
and axons that bear electronic signals all through the entire
body. Every time we think, budge, sense or consider
something, our neurons are at labour. That work is carried out
by these miniature electric signals that whiz from neuron to
neuron as prompt as 250 mph. The signals are generated by
differences in electric prospective carried by ions on the
membrane flanked by two neurons. Although the routes the
signals take are insulated by something called myelin, some of
the electric signal escape [3].
Scientists with the exploit of modern technology can
perceive those signals, construe what they mean and utilize
them to direct a device of some breed. It can also work the
other way around. For example, researchers could outline out
what signals are sent to the brain by the diverse sensory organs
for example, the signals in the aural nerve can be traced and
the task of hearing can be mapped. An even more remarkable
use of this technology is that the signals can be generated to be
sent to the brain and a enthused sense of hearing can be
induced in the subject even if one is deaf. One of the biggest
challenges in front of brain-computer interface researchers at
the moment is the basic technicalities of the interface itself.
The sleekest and least detrimental is a set of electrodes, an
apparatus known as an electroencephalograph (EEG) which is
attached to the scalp.
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Dependent in fMRI. It is advancement to MRI and measures
brain activity, but by detecting changes in the flow of blood.

Figure 4. Electroencephalogram (EEG) scan

The electrodes interpret brain signals. However, the
cranium restricts a lot of electrical signal, and distorts
whatever does get through it.
As a resolution, scientists may implant electrodes directly
into the brain, or on the facade of the brain. This aids in higher
reception of electric signals and allows electrode positioning
in the particular area where those explicit signals are
generated. The electrodes assess minuscule differences in the
voltage amid neurons. The signals are then augmented and
interpreted by a computer program. In the case of an infix
BCI, the method is overturned. A mainframe will renovate a
signal, like from a tape, into the voltages that would elicit
neurons. The signal generated from a peripheral apparatus is
sent to an electroencephalograph (EEG) detector installed in
the relevant quarter of the brain. The neurons in the head are
enthused with these signals and the subject obtains an
illustration, reverberation or a related sensory familiarity
parallel to whatsoever gear is used.

Figure 6. Blood flow imagery obtained from an fMRI

With this advancement, on might just sneak in someone
else’s brain and derive its thoughts and even detect lies. The
basic idea behind this technology originated from the fact that
blood rich in oxygen behaves differently to a magnetic field
than deoxygenated samples. In other words, both have
different magnetic resonance traits. The more active parts of a
brain receive higher flow of oxygenated blood. The procedure
for the test is similar to the present MRI and uses only
magnetic fields and radio waves. Though no radiations are
used, it is highly advised not to be performed during
pregnancy, and on people with artificial limbs or pacemaker
[4].
This technique is medically used rarely but to monitor the
growth of tumors and regulate the normal functioning of the
brain after a stroke. Brain Mapping is an emerging field for
fMRI which will make Brain Computer Interfaces even
superior as it determines the areas of brain that control the
various body movements and moreover on planning surgery
and market survey & research.
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) also
possesses certain vantages and detriments. The major breaker
is that this technology is still in its birth phase and the
researchers know very less regarding the overall working of
the apparatus. Moreover, the setup is really expensive to be
used for research and brain computer interfaces. To continue,
it works only when the subject lays still and thus a lot of work
needs to be done.

Figure 5. MRI Scanner

A substitute approach to scrutinize and assess brain bustle
is using a Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI). The MRI setup
is a colossal and convoluted apparatus. It produces high decree
imagery of the brain, but it can't be used as component of an
enduring BCI. Researchers use it to swot up definite brain
functions or to plot in the brain the quarter where electrodes
should be sited to evaluate an unambiguous task.
IV.

FMRI

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging or more
popularly fMRI is a non-invasive, much similar technique as
the MRI or Magnetic Resonance Imaging, the only difference
being the basic measure of BOLD i.e. Blood Oxygen Level

The major breakthrough that gets it going is the absence of
any radiation in any phase of the scan as in X-ray scan and
PET and the positive feedback and response from the tests
carried out. Though scores of tests resulted in a higher level of
bewilderment amongst the researchers since fMRI relates to
the blood flow only and not on the individual neuron
functioning in the brain and the blood flow measure was not
enough to critically examine and complement on the results
thus obtained.
V.

BCI SPEECH

The BCI system can be trained what an individual’s brain
scrutiny or EEG looks like when one is focused on a fussy
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article, since the electrical oomph in the brain changes in
proportion to what the individual is doing. The rise of Electrocorticography (ECoG) has been a new hint podium for braincomputer interface systems. Consequently, it was anonymous
whether further neuro-physiological substrates, such as the
vocalization net, might be used to further develop on or
harmonize on motor-based power paradigms. For the foremost
instance, that ECoG signals allied with diverse, blatant and
anticipated phoneme enunciation can facilitate invasively
monitored patients to manage a one-dimensional computer
pointer precisely.
This stuff was discernible within upper gamma regularity
oscillations and enabled clients to realize concluding object
accuracies flanked by 68% and 91% in 15 minutes [5]. In
addition, one of the patients achieved full-bodied control via
recordings from a micro array that consisted of 1 mm spaced
micro wires. These results proposed that the cortical system
allied with verbal communication could present an added
cognitive substrate for BCI maneuver. Subsequently, these
signals can be recorded from a cortical assortment that is
minute and austerely invasive.
VI.

into the brute muscle of the subject’s upper limb. When the
subject tries to shift his arm, the huddle of 100 neurons
activates, creating a torrent of data which can be examined and
analyzed by the BCI to foresee what muscles the subject is
trying to budge, and with what intensity. This interpreted
statistics is conceded to the PES, which then triggers the
correct muscles to execute the preferred movement. The last
part outcome is a mainframe network that in actual fact
replaces the nervous structure and restores fine motor control
to a paralyzed arm.
C. Bionic prosthetic ogle
A bionic prosthetic ogle is the mock eye for the sightless or
a being with a hitch in seeing matter due to a defected retina. It
speaks the tongue of the brain by transmitting the signals fired
by the retina when something is seen. This is the sense in the
wake of the prosthetic eye. Electric pulses are measured by
attaching electrodes to an animal’s optic nerves.

APPLICATIONS

A. Brain scythe
It’s trouble-free to scythe a computer, but nearly everyone
always considered that hacking the human intellect was
unfeasible. As seen in science fiction movies and novels like
the Matrix, Brainstorm & Surrogates, play around with
gaining admittance to the human mind. But, researchers have
finally confirmed the leeway to hack the human brain [6]. The
researchers used a brain mainframe interface, usually used in
following a line of investigation that scans brain patterns.

Figure 8. Components of a Bionic Prosthetic Eye

One might not know, but if a retina at all times generates
the same electric cipher when looking at a building, and a
dissimilar code when a being is in sight, work can be retreated
to derive the retina’s tangible programming procedure. This
revolution would leave mankind startled when a silicon chip
would be installed into the eye and then wired to the optic
nerves.
D.

Figure 7. Brain Scythe

The contemporary models consent to users to be in charge
of their computers with their thoughts, but the researchers
have verified that it goes well both ways. The panel built a part
of custom software that can, in essence, interpret the mind.
They were proficient enough to effectively use the software
pooled with the brain scanner to mine susceptible data
including credit card PINs, address, DOB and other.
B. Restores spinal coordination
Researchers at Chicago have lucratively bypassed the
spinal flex and restored well motor control to paralyzed limbs
by means of a brain-computer interface. The researchers have
shaped a neuro-prosthesis that groups a BCI that is wired
directly into 100 neurons in the motor cortex of the subject,
and a Practical Electrical Stimulation (PES) tool that is wired

Restored neurological implementation
Brain computer interface can facilitate the cases where
flexibility has been smacked or got narrow by a stroke.
Scientists in St. Louis have revealed the detection of the brain
signals simply thinking on affecting a partly or wholly
paralyzed limb. The damaged half of the brain that is
responsible normally for moving the hand can no longer do so,
so the hint arrives from the unharmed other half of the brain.
To lay bare the prospective to help restore motion, scientists
allied electrode-detected brain signals to the movement of a
marker on the computer panel. Researchers are now working
out a motorized glove which will turn all the imagination into
a reality.
VII. DETRIMENTS
Every technology suffers severe drawbacks, but it does not
halt the research process, although slows down the speed at
which advancements appear. The major breaker of this
technology is that BCIs are still in crude form and need to be
refined for the ‘future of thoughts’ to come alive. The
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development process is further slowed by certain ethical issues
on the road to success. The complexity of the brain adds up to
the massacre being equipped with a staggering 100 billion
neurons, and detecting the association of the type of neurons
with specific body movements looks arduous.
The structure and placement of electrodes needs a research
in itself since the one placed outside the skull are unable to
detect appropriate signal voltage to produce optimal results.
Moreover, the electrodes implanted inside the skull cause
damage to the tissues and may even lead to serious scars
resulting in undesired effects
VIII. VANTAGES
But, as BCIs appear to be the gate to an era of thoughtful
communication, the research goes on keeping in mind the
extra edge its merits showcase despite its failures. Paralysis
will never stay a curse as in the history of medical sciences
since the patients will be able to communicate with their mates
and docs through a graphical BCI. To add to it, they may even
help in the movement of prosthetic limbs to sink the effect of
any motion related impairment. Visual & hearing impairments
may become history as these interfaces act as artificial eyes &
ears transmitting data to and fro the human mind successively.

IX.

PROPOSED WORK

(i)

Advancements in fMRI must occur so as to scan and
process even the moving parts of subject and not the part
which lies still.
(ii) Development of robotic limbs to provide co-ordination
with the brain computer interface.
(iii) The electrodes to be used in the interface carcass should
be made highly sensitive so as to provide exterior signal
detection without the installation of the electrodes in the
grey matter.
(iv) Combined tests to be conducted based on both MRI &
fMRI to determine collectively the association of
different hotspots in the brain to diverse body
movements by deriving the relationship between blood
flow and neuron activity.
(v) Development of high resolution interface displays to
record brain activity.
(vi) Provisions and techniques to restrict unauthorized
enforced access to someone else’s brain.
X.

CONCLUSION

The research goes on and the possibilities of refinement are
as vast as the universe, never ending. The maximum a human
brain can think of what it can do is the result in the making of
the American science scripture Surrogates (2009) directed by
Jonathan Mostow [8].
The scripture shows how the world of humans turns into an
era of surrogates which are none other than robotic bodies
which are controlled by human brains from home. The
surrogates are set to work almost everything physically, be it
routine tasks or strategic war situations without any human
intervention but mind control.
The world changes and divides into 2 parts – humans &
machines until the surrogate inventor himself devises a deadly
weapon on seeing the far-sighted fate of his invention that
starts wiping out the surrogates along with its users. But, this
is as we know long way ahead in the future.

Figure 9. Military “Surrogate” Robots

With gradual improvements, the armed forces may get
even better armed with this interface. Communication can
occur without any vocal disturbance, and who knows armed
surrogates may come in effect very soon [7].
This will lead to less loss of men but money on the
battlefield, as they are stationed far away and connected to
their subject surrogate machines which operate in the main
field and the troops live even if their surrogate is blown away
by a grenade. This means a commandment of 1000 soldiers
may fight all their life with different bodies. The world of
entertainment is about to get vowed with this new technology,
as gamers will now control their milieu with the might of their
mind.

As of the birth of the Brain Computer Interface, it is bliss
on medical grounds for the patients suffering from spinal cord
injuries or impaired hearing or vision. A new era of thought
has raised its head in this chaotic world which will help
change the way of communication, since humans appeared
first on earth.
Partial immobility or paralysis will disappear from the
medical books as a curse. This can also be a major
breakthrough for the armed forces to communicate with each
other in highly stressed situations like war & terrorism, but
this may even lead to a major demerit if gone in wrong hands.
By wrong hands I mean wrong minds which may use this boon
as a bane against the human society as a whole.
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With progress in research, one may forget his very own
mouse and keyboard, the somewhat most essential input
components of a computer system as they are replaced with
these interfaces. When applied to robotics, these interfaces
may help physically challenged people to gain the same place
in the society as any other normal person.
With advancements, BCIs may help such people to control
robotic bodies with their brain to cope with their routine tasks.
So, let the brain do the talking and send your jaw muscles on a
vacation, just saying. Despite of all the detriments, the merits
give the BCIs that extra edge which makes it a possible suitor
for a better future.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]
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Abstract— A digital identification filter interacts with an output
reference model signal known as a black-box output system. The
identification technique commonly needs the transition and gain
matrixes. Both estimation cases are based on mean square
criterion obtaining of the minimum output error as the best
estimation filtering. The evolution system represents adaptive
properties that the identification mechanism includes considering
the fuzzy logic strategies affecting in probability sense the
evolution identification filter. The fuzzy estimation filter allows in
two forms describing the transition and the gain matrixes
applying actions that affect the identification structure. Basically,
the adaptive criterion conforming the inference mechanisms set,
the Knowledge and Rule bases, selecting the optimal coefficients
in distribution form. This paper describes the fuzzy strategies
applied to the Kalman filter transition function, and gain
matrixes. The simulation results were developed using Matlab©.
Keywords- Intelligent Identification; Digital identification filter;
Fuzzy estimation; Signal processing; Probability.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The intelligent inference mechanisms are built and
characterized with respect to dynamical system operation
uncertainties bounded by a distribution function having
different operational levels and needing correct answers in
accordance to their dynamic changes. The adaptively is the
condition needed in digital systems that interact with the real
processes. The identification filter describes the natural
evolution based on objective functions adjusting their
parametres and gains giving the correct solution for a time
interval. With this perspective, one of the best tools used to
solve the filter identification is a recursive digital filter with
the adaptive parametre and gain estimation giving a limited
temporal answer integrated both in the identification frame.
The problem observed in the Kalman filter is that it supposes
known internal black box parametres and described the gain
matrix. Unfortunately, the adaptability of it to natural
reference system changes is lost. The unknown parametres
and gain are characterized by inference mechanisms in
accordance to different dynamical operation levels,
corresponding to a fuzzy system description, with different
rank operations [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The paper integrates
the fuzzy model concepts as a intelligence system that
describes with time restrictions the Kalman transition and gain
adjusting the answers in a natural form to the reference
process output answer [7], [8].

Digital fuzzy filter developed as parametre and gain
estimations operating automatically into identification
improving the identification filter performance changes. The
operational fuzzy tools are the inference mechanisms selecting
into the Knowledge Bases (KB) the best parametre and gain
with respect to the Identification Error Density (IED). These
results are applied to the conventional Kalman SISO filter
permitting it to be transformed into an expert identification
filter in spite of environmental changes suffer by the reference
output system [9].
II.

FUZZY ESTIMATION FILTERING

A fuzzy estimation filtering operates in a close loop with:
a) Transition function considering the fuzzy logic
identification density error in adaptive parametre estimations
and, b) The Kalman gain with respect to identification density
error, c) The density identification error ranks with variable
stages considering that the identification error variable through
the time. Commonly the estimation filters do not use the
operational level processes with time restrictions [3,] [10]
satisfying the identification filter requirements. The adaptive
inference mechanism regions are built as Identification density
error functions [11], being the first stage required in the fuzzy
filter in accordance to a knowledge base membership function
used in inference rules with adaptive boundaries. Fig. 1 in the
diagram block scheme shows the process observing the
transition function and gain described as parametres filter
estimation aˆ (k ) and K (k ) affecting directly the identification
Kalman answer yˆ (k ) based on the desired signal y (k ) (output
reference process), generating the identification error e(k ) and
also affecting the estimation and gain processes. The
estimation filtering process dynamically adjusts its parameters
in accordance to the membership value selected from the
Knowledge Bases appropriates values that allow that the
Kalman output signal converges to reference [12]. The
estimation fuzzy filter in agreement with [4], [13] have the
following elements:
1.
2.

Input inference: A desired signal and the identification
error as the inputs.
Rules base: The expert membership functions (parametre
and gain values) are updated into identification filter [14].
The membership functions metrics are dynamically
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adjustable considering the distribution identification error
e(k ) , using the logical connector if.
3.

Inference mechanism: The expert actions select the
parametre and gain in accordance to objective functions
into specific membership from the Knowledge Bases
respectively using the logical connector then selecting the
section in where the parametre and gain adequate adjust
the identification filter [8].
4. Output inference: This is the result the estimation fuzzy
filter emits to be used into the Kalman identification filter
in accordance with the reference signal process.

Black-box
reference
model answer

Updated gain
and estimation
into
Identification
filter process

Input signal classified in levels in agreement to
its distribution function

Inference rules dynamically adjusted in variance
changes sense

Rule base: The new information arriving at the estimation
filter in accordance to the reference signal changes describing
the operational levels [8]. The fuzzy rules base has a set of
logical connectors (if-then) classifying the reference process
conditions in levels, selecting in probability sense the best
membership value from the Knowledge Bases in order to
update these into the identification filter. This mechanism is
limited by the error filter criteria, which previously had all the
possible parametre and gain values as a membership function
in the Knowledge Bases, in accordance with the reference
model interaction [4]. The logical connectors (if-then) allow
selecting the operational levels membership function
indicators (parametre âk  and gain K k  values) adjusting
the identification filtering process [14].
The fuzzy mechanism has the following description [9]:
Inference mechanisms use if connector, in order to find the
reference model operational levels considering the
identification error value in accordance to fuzzy mechanism
assigning the membership function then connector. This
membership value selects from the Knowledge Bases the
parametre an gain values affecting the identification filter
y k  . The fuzzy filter estimation uses second probability
moment recursively (1) considering that the identification
error has stationary conditions and it is bounded in levels [4].
J (k ) 

Knowledge Bases: Parametre and gain
selections

Figure 1. Fuzzy filter general scheme

III.

FUZZY ESTIMATION AND KALMAN FILTERING
PROPERTIES

A fuzzy estimation adjoins into Kalman filter considers the
stochastic digital filter properties and the distribution
functional error classified in intervals and associated with
intelligence decisions affecting the identification filter [3]. Fig.
2 shows the filter architecture integrating the fuzzy estimation
scheme.

1
k

e(k )

2



 (k  1) J (k  1)  R[0,1)

(1)

The fuzzy mechanisms make the minimization error
described as J min , having the best neighborhood value to the
desired signal yk  . The error must be near to  within the
interval limit [0, 1). The filter membership function answer
levels have an affinity between the minimum and maximum
intervals limiting the operation description inside the filter
distribution function [2], [12]. Fig. 3, shows the filter
representation criterion describing its convergence.

Figure3. Filter convergence functional error (1).

Figure 2. Identification Filter with fuzzy filter estimations

Fig. 2, showed the fuzzy stages needed by the
identification filter: xk  is the reference model input, yk  is
the reference model output and the fuzzy filter input, âk  is
the fuzzy parametre value, K k  is the fuzzy gain, ek  is the
error, J k  is the functional error and ŷ k  is the
identification filtering output.

Fig. 3 shown the dynamical error minimization based on
the stochastic gradient criterion classified in error levels and in
fuzzy stages having the best neighborhood desired values
(parametre and gain), in order to update the new conditions
required into identification scheme [11].
A. Parametre and gain selection

The membership function selects the parametre âk  and
gain values K k  into the fuzzy stage in accordance with the
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reference model operational levels and inference rules
developed in probability sense where the Knowledge Bases
are bounded by a control area T N as [4]:

TN  {( y (k ), yˆ (k ))}  R 2

where J (  m )  inf min{ J~k }  
and
~
~
{J k }  J k  considering P( J k     )  1 in accordance with
the reference model [4].
probabilistic

form

1
 min  0.5 f max

(2)

As an example, the membership functions set into the
parametre Knowledge Base is bounded by the error criterion
[8], [9]. Fig. 4, shows the dynamical filter parametre
estimation âk  , in accordance with the reference model
evolution y k  and its identification y k 
.

(3)
The final filter times f(k)i inside its corresponding absolute
limits ld (k ) i _ min , LD(k ) i in the Nyquist and Shannon sense





[15], the filter integrate time is limited dynamically
considering that  ld (k ) i _ min , LD(k ) i   min . Fig. 5, shows
the time interval filter process task [4].





Figure 5. Filtering process task,

The filtering process task is bounded by (3) having the
arrival time ( li ), start time ( si ), processing time ( ci ), final
time (

f i ) and the maximum time period ( d i ).
IV.

Figure 4. Knowledge Base viewed as a parametric surface.

Fig. 4 shown the parametre selection into operational
levels (2) based on changes into the filter input-output
conditions [7].


The parametre and gain selections goal using fuzzy logic
strategies [12], [14]:
- Automatic filter parametre and gain selections base on
different levels.
- Parametre and gain selections in accordance with the
desired signal and the identification filter response.
- Adaptive rules modifying the membership functions
limits, renewing and updating its values in accordance to
the reference model and the error criteria
- Each membership value establishes the maximum
correspondence between the desired and the reference
signals, minimizing the identification filter error [2].
B.

Time constrains
Identification integrated with fuzzy parametre estimation
âk  and gain K k  strategies is bounded temporally,
considering the quality response in accordance with filtering
stability and time restrictions [15]. Global, are described by
functional identification error (see Fig. 4).
If the identification error is stationary then the maximum
convergence rate is limited to minimum region established as
an identification variance error function. The convergence
intervals are 0,     with functional error J(k) upper limit
tending to zero. The membership functions are temporarily
bounded by (3). The global characteristics are specified in

RESULTS

Identification technique considers the fuzzy filter
estimation describing the known internal black-box parametre
and the identification gain (see Fig. 2). Reference model
considered an Autoregressive Mobil Average (ARMA) model
interacting with fuzzy filter. The discrete SISO states space
system as reference model is shown in (4) and (5).
(4)
x(k  1)  a(k ) x(k )  w(k )
The filter output is described in (5) as ARMA (1, 1)
model:
(5)
y(k )  c(k ) x(k )  v(k )

With

x(k )  R, a(k )  R0,1,w(k )  N (w , w2  )

,

y(k )  R, c(k )  R0,1,v(k ) 
 ) ,where: x(k) is
the internal reference model state; a(k) is the parametre; w(k)
is the reference model noise; y(k) is the reference model signal
as a filter input; c(k) is the parametre output system and v(k) is
the output vector noise.
N (v , v2

The different operation levels must match with the error
criteria established in accordance with the desired signal yk  ;
the parametre âk  and gain as K k  selections from the
Knowledge Bases sand the filter response ŷk  . The first step
in accordance with the dynamical selection into the
identification ARMA(1,1) model is described in (6) .

yˆ (k )  aˆ(k )yˆ (k  1)  Wˆ (k )

(6)

Fig. 6 shows the desired signal yk  and its approximation
to the identification filter response ŷk  .
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base the best parameter, without permits that the filter
response breaks the border.

Figure 6. Desired and signal approximations.

In accordance with the reference model operation, the
adaptive fuzzy process stage uses the inference mechanisms,
selecting the dynamically the parametre value in agreement to
(5). Fuzzy inference with respect to the error levels limit the
rules set. Fig. 7 shows the error classification in order to select
the best answer.

Figure 9. Identification filter bounded by the reference model, in distribution
sense.
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